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The atomic nucleus can be treated as a particle system con-

sisting of Z protons and N neutrons. The study of these nucléons,

as they interact through the nuclear forces, is the basic subject

of nuclear physics. A solution, however, of the equations of mo-

tion for this system, even if the interactions between the partic-

les were well known, includes solving a quantum mechanical many"

body problem, which hitherto has not been possible. These facts

have forced the theorists to formulate nuclear physics in the

simplified language of nuclear models, each of which reflects

particular aspects of the observed phenomena. The choice of a nuc-

lear model, however, is made difficult by the fact that also nuc-

lei consisting of a relatively small number of nucléons, ar. those

studied in the present work,-'exhibit a wide variety.of, phenomena,

from independent motion to collective rotational and vibrational

motions. In certaia nuclei such properties also seem to coexist.

. For the test, of nuclear models the. study of the properties .

of nuclear states of high angular momentum is especially, important,

because such states can often be given very simple theoretical

descriptions. High spin states are easily populated by use of

reactions initiated by alpha particles or heavy ions. /In this .

thesis a number of low-medium mass nuclei have been studied, with

emphasis on high spin states. The results of these studies are

reported in the following papers, of which this thesis is a sum-

mary. . ' ' ' • . , "''.'•'.
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THEORETICAL ASPECTS

,1-10The most widely used model is the spherical shell model

In this model the single nucléons are supposed to move indepen-

dently of each other in a spherical symmetric potential V(r). The

energy levels of the nucleus axe found by solving the Schroedinger

equation for the potential V(r). The nucleus is then constructed

by filling these levels with H neutrons and Z protons according to

the Pauli principle, in order of increasing energy. If a strong

spin-orbit interaction is added to the potential V(r), the model

can reproduce many experimentally found properties, such as the

magic numbers (resulting in large gaps in the binding energy of

the last nucléon for certain values .of N or Z) and ground state

spins for most of the odd nuclei. The spherical shell model has

been most. successful in cases, where there aite only few valence

nucléons outside a double closed shell (both iT and Z are magic

numbers). One such region is the f_/_ shell wMch is" studied in .

this thesis. , . , . ' •'•'.--..•.

A generalization of the shell model is tine unified Nilsson , \

model, in which the independent particles move in. a deformed po-

tential . The degenerate single particle level vith spin j inV. '.'„

the spherical shell model will be split up into j +1/2 levels ;

when the nucleus becomes deformed. These Hilsson p!irtiele levels? ;

, are labelled with the quantum number IS which is the-,»rojeçtipn of|

the angular momentum j on tïsô syaeetry axes. The independent pareil"

ticle motion coupled, to the rotational motion of the Reformed cbrê•<.-

gives rise to a. sequence of rotational level« I * fl, &\ + 1, ß + 2,1.

for each intrinsic particle »tat«. The lèv^l^energie» »̂re given by

" - •' ' !

i
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the expression E(I)=E + —(1(1+1)-ß ) where S is the moment of iner-

tia. This model can explain the band structure found in paper IV-VI.

There are certain "classical" regions in the periodic table,

where rotational spectra of the type predicted for deformed nuclei

have been observed. These regions are. shown in Fig. .1.- We have ,

the neon-sodium-magnesium regionv the rare, earth region and the

actinide region. In recent times evidence for rotational structure

have been found in other Mass regions outside the "classical" re-

gions. One of them can be found in the rather compact area charac-

80 1*10 ISO 140 MiO 1*) »00
• Keattun nuinlirr

Pig. 1. A schematic representation of the nuclear periodic table,
showing the closed sheila of.neutrons and protons. The
thin banana-shaped curve approximately encloses nuclei
that have been experimentally studied. Regions where nuc-
lei have been experimentally observed to be deformed are
indicated by hatching. The figure is taken from ref. 6.'

terized by the three doubly closecL shell nuclei ZXc
2(Ta28 and

,Q. Fig. 2 shows the mass region of interest. In this region

the rotational bands based on core. excited hole states coexist with

spherical shell model levels. Three of the nuclei examined in this,

thesis ( Ca, Ca and Mn) exhibit such coexistence between

spherical and deformed states. , ' . .

A description of the odd-A nuclei, as an "even-even corfe=anil a «

single nucléon or hole movi'ng/ià the potential field,generated by

the core, has been giveij, by several authors. s One model, which has

aodel*7)bçen developed =bŷ rthe Sh&lit, jLs thé "core excitation

~" is model makeà^io reet|dction about the nature of thé excited stateThis
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Fig. 2. Nuclear chart showing part ofthe fp region. Nuclei where
rotational bands have "been found are indicated by hatching.

of the core. If the interaction between the core and the single

particle or the single hole is weak multiplets of close-lying levels

with spin S = | J . - j | .' J + j will be generated. J

is the angular momentum of the core, and j is the spin Of the odd

particle (fig. 3). The "centre of gravity" of a multiplet

1)ET

"eg (2j + D(2Jc + 1)

should be the same as the energy of the corresponding state of
8 ) ' ''i ' ...---

the unperturbed core nucleus . . /

In the "intermediate coupling model" the coupling between the

core and the single particle can be aede stronger, but the model.;;

is restricted to cases where the core ia a ribrating nucleutr * 1 0 ' ^

'C' i- --D

••- i
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

a) Aaaelevatore

All nuclei studied in this thesis have been investigated by

alpha induced reactions.. In the Mn case also the (p,ny) reac-

tion has been used. The experiments have mainly been performed at

the 80 cm cyclotron at the Research Institute for Physics in Stock-

holm, which gives a fixed alpha energy of.1U MeV, with a spread of

around 80 keV. In the investigation of Ca (paper IV) the 51 MeV

alpha beam of the 225 cm cyclotron at ehe same institute was used.

In experiments, where reduced alpha particle energy was required,

absorbers where inserted into the cyclotron beam. An energy variable

alpha beam with energy up to 18 MeV of the Uppsala tandem-generator

was used in paper I and VI. As absorbers were not needed for

reducing the beam energy, the resulting gamma spectra had lower

background. The proton beam used in the investigation of the

Cr(p,nyr Mn reaction (paper VI) w

Van de Graaff generator in Studsvik.

Cr(p,nyr Mn reaction (paper VI) was deliveredby the 5.5 MeV

b) Yield functions -. • *

In the case of an even-even target nucleus and an alpha projec- .

tile the transferred angular momentum distribution is the same as '- .

the spin distribution of the populated states in the compound nucleus.

From optical model formalism the transferred angular, momentum distri-

bution can be computed . In fig. 3,we can see the relative cross

section for various values of 1 at 7. 11 and 15 MeV incident alpha
• . - • " • • • < * • , 5<1

particle energy. The calculations are made for a V target. The

mean value of. the transferred angular momentum:is more than doubled .

when the energy is increased from 7 to ,15 MeV. Because of its'low

energy an outgoing neutron affects only slightly, the angular momentum

distribution. Thé outgoing protons, however,, have to pass, the Coulomb-

barrier and accordingly they,are emitted with higher*energies than

the neutrons. An example showing the affect; of the~ outgoing1 protons",

on the spin, distributiqn in the residual nucleus is .taken from1. c ^

a recent particle-ganm* coincidence, experiment in Uppsala (Appendix)

Fig. h shows spectra of evaporated protons and eaitted alpha par-,

tides froa the bombardeteût of a ?Tli target by 18 MeV alphas! '

One strong gaana line fro» each of the »eactione ^TÜ(O,PY) Cu,
5Tli(o,2pY) °Hi and 5^i(o,a'y) *i'"«* picked out as gates, and the

i;

-i •
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Fig. 3. Calciilated'lj j-distfibutiohs. of the-cross-sect ion from
opt ical model calculations én 5'1y.;'.
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resulting particle spectra are plotted. As can be seen from figure h,

most of the protons from the reactions with one out-going particle

have energies less than 5 MeV. A 5 MeV proton carries avay on an

average 1.3 unit of angular, momentum {fig. 5). This is only one

sixth of the total angular momentum brought into the system. As

a consequence the spin.distribution in the residual nucleus is

1 or"2 units lower compared to the corresponding spin distribution • , :

in the compound nucleus in the case of outgoing neutrons ana pro-

tons. In the (a.o'Y) reaction the out-going particle takes on an

average away about half the input angular momentan.

5 10 15 0 2 , 4

Fig. 5. Calculated ^ and 1 distributions of 18 MeV incident
alphas and 5 MeV out-goihg.protons from thé réaction
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If "the initial. state of the residual nucleus is a high spin '-. ,

state, the nucleus has, to get rid of a large amount of angular x.,

momenta. Consequently the- gamæa-ray cascade down to the grounä " ."̂  ̂  '

state mainly follows t&e so called yràst line (sequence of lowest

energy states for a given spin) or in its vicinity. Low spin

initial states seem'to decay rather directly to low lying low •-••

spin states. •. < - ' '• " -.".'.•'. °-, , .

When the energy of the incident alpha particle is increased,

the intensity of gaamia rays in theyrastciine will also increase. ;

The relative intensity of gamma rays deèxciting high spin states

vill increase faster^than the intensity Of gaaea-végm, trak lower / ;

spin states. This "fact' can̂  be..;used to" ,̂ et spin informetion of excited

ji'i i:%iai;ij * m > a n r

:M*t

^ &•'"•'.

H&fc*-
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levels. The method used in this thesis is to plot the relative

intensity of a gamma transition in the residual nucleus as a func-

tion of incident alpha particle energy (yield function). The slope,

of these curves for different gamma transitions are then compared

to each other. • • \ - -,

a) Coincidence measupemente ., • • •

To-get a correct level scheme it is very useful to determine1

coincidences between gamma rays. The arrangements were essentially

the same in all papers. The detector system consisted of two Ge(ti)

detectors with volumes of U5-6O cm . Pairs of events which were ,

coincident in time (resolving time about 50 ns) were stored on mag-

netic tape by use of the computer TRASK in Stockholm and the PDP 15

in Uppsala. The computers were used as buffers for the data col-

lection and for supervision of the system. In the off-line analysis

of the magnetic tapes which have been performed on the computer

TRASK in Stockholm and on the PDP 11 computer in Göteborg, digital

gates were set on the gamma lines and on the background quite near

the lipes. Typical coincidence spectra are shown in paper-I.

d) Angular dietvibutione

As the alpha particle brings a large amount of angular momenta

into the process (fig.- 3). the angular momentum of the compound

nucleus will be strongly aligned with that of the incoming particle,

especially in case of a spinlese target. The outgoing particle disturbs

the alignment somewhat, but as has been pointed out in section b) this

effect is »mall, as the outgoing proton» or neutrons take away only

a small part of the input angular momentum.' As the gemma radiation

pattern of a transition between aligned states is depending on the

multipolarity of the transition, it is possible to find the multi-

polarities of gamma rays by studying their angular distributions.

The arrangement for this measurement consisted of a cylindrical

target chamber and two Ge(Li) detectors. Spectra were recorded

with one defector fixed and the other detector at several angles

between 0 and 150 degrees, with respect to the beam axis* Spectra

from the fixed detector were used to normalise spectra from the

movable detector.*

Angular distributions of gemma rejrs W(*)» where 9 is the angle

between the gamma ray and toe baarn direction, can toe described by

_ - .-...,. !«.-(»•
Sf«"V -r-%
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an expression containing even order Legendre polynomials

v(e) t
K

(cose) (1)

The theoretical â . coefficients for a level with spin J deexciting

to a lesel with spin I with mixed mulipolarity LL1 and mixing ratio 6
12)

can be expressed as follows .

-~ * - (-)I~Jjp20(Z1(LJLJ,l2) - 2ez1

+ 6 Z^L'JL'J.12))]
roo

- 2 6 (2)

+ S2 Z^L'JL'J.
Poo(1+fi'

i)(2J+1)1/2

The angular distribution coefficients Z are defined as

.0/
d-L'-1iUo)W(IJL'J,Ik)

"'-M
The coefficient p. Q describes tb« orientation of tb* initial level.

z (- (JJa-mjkO)

P(m) represent* the relativ* population of the M«n*tie svibet«t* a.

>"U ^ • ^ ^ ' J M ^ m Ml ri •iii>rfiajÆl, ' '-



If the alignment is perfect we should have population only

of the lowest substates, P{0) = 1 for an even nucleus and

P(1/2) = P(- 1/2)= 1/2 for an odd nucleus. In our case the out-

going particle from the compound nucleus and the gamma cascade

down to level J will disturb the alignment, so we cannot exactly-

state how the substates are populated. In the present work an

assumption is made that the ppulation of the substates is of a
13)Gaussian shape with the width a .

A computer program to evaluate the angular distributions have

been written for the PDF 11 computer at the Institute of Physics

in Göteborg. Values for J, I, a are inserted into formula (2)

and the "goodness of fit" Q between the resulting W{e) (1) and

the experimental angular distribution 'is computed from the equa-

tion.

Cf(J,I,ô,a) (3)

AY, is the error in the expérimental yield Y. at the angle 6..A'

is the normalization factoï» between the experimental and the -

theoretical distributions. A' is computed as the value of a when

fitting the experimental points to a curve W(ô) * a + bP. + <SY +
2 .

+ dp,, Q is plotted against arc tan 6 on a display,, screen of the

computer for different a. If there ,is a stable minimum for o, the

plot for a. is accepted and plotted* on an incremental plotter.

The procedure is repeated for other values of J and I. Examples-

of such plots can be found in paper I.

e) Lifetime measurements ,.

The radiative lifetimes of nuclear states are important for
the study of the structure of nuclei. One of the aaoet sensitive
tests of nuclear models is the comparison of the experiment&1
transition rates to the theoretic»!, predictions. Two diffeafent
methods tor lifetime measurements have been ueed ia thi* tfceais:
the Doppler shift attenuation method and the recoil dirUuce
technique. , =

In the investigation of 39K (p*per I I I ) and <?•#«•

12. k

••••i*\

E<f%



The Doppler shifted g energy E is given by:

13.

the slowing down time for the recoiling nucleus in the target

material (Doppler shift attenuation method) was used for obtaining

information about lifetimes of nuclear states in the residual nucleus.

If the slowing down time for the recoiling nucleus is longer than

the lifetime of the state of interest the deexcitation of the state

will occur during the deacceleration tiee of the recoiling nucleus.

y
E »E | I + F ( T ) ~ ^ COS e Iy o,y l c |

E is the unshifted gamma, energy, v • is the initial velocity of

the recoiling nucleus and 6 the angle of emission of the gamma ray

relative to the direction of v . F(r) is the attenuation factor

which is a function of the aeanlife T of the nuclear level. To

calculate F(T) a computer program was used . These two methods

have in the present work been used to get upper limits of lifetimes.

In 5Sta (paper V) it is of interest to find the lifetime of

the level at 1073 keV (6+) which is proposed to be the bandheàd of

a rotational band. From gt measurement and theoretical prediction

of the g-factor, the lifetime T Of this state has been calculated

to 300 ps . The recoil distance method has recently been used

to determine the lifetime of this state . The technique which we

have used is called the plunger technique . cThe method is illu-

strated in fig. 6. The target is made so thin that the residual

nuclei recoil freely into vacuus with a component of velocity v

in the beam direction, fka» nuclei will decay in flight while

others will hit the tantaluav stopper (plunger) at distance D be-

fore they decay. There will be two peaks in the Oβ(Li) spectrum,

the Doppler shifted peak and the unshifte* one (fig. T). The

intensities of the unshifted peak I
Q
 ao4 the Doppler shifted

peak-I are given by

I:]
G. Aleoius et al. to be publish»«.
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where N is th« total nueber of count« for the gamma ray line regist-

rated in the detector, and T i* the lifetime. Then we have

Thin told Thin H Thick tantalus
feil target plwger

detector

/

Fig. 6. Th« plumer technique

In fig. 8 auch a plot

This mans that i f ve plot In (R) as a function of O, the

slope of the line v i l l give the' lifetime T*

i s aade for the 705 keV transition in 5Sfa. Our target'

posed of 200 yg/cB2 natural Vanadiuu sputtered on a » ag/em2 gold

foil. Corrections were applied for velocity spread, efficiency of

the detector and i t s solid awjpLe using!the aethoea outlined by

1 r

Jones et al. ' " . The aean recoil velocit? m* deteeiaed free the

difference betweea the eeatroia* of the "s^upjil" e«4 "ehifted41 peeks.

The lifetia» for the 1073 he» le*el i« *Sti waa aetemlaed te te

26k ± Iβ pa. Aβ the jeodwit gr " has hee« detewalaed to 1 » * «O11*1, •

we can calculate the m l « of g t« he O.f É

t) The teavjet «a«

, • ° * • *S^fw
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Fig. 7. GàasMi spectra in 0° tram, th« T05 keV transition in 5Tfa
at different plungei1 distances P.
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SÙMMARIK OF SUBMITTED PAPERS

a) set-shell nuclei

The v;;aJc and interrcadiate coupling modela haves proved to be

useful in f%-\ sd shell region. Example of the application of the

intermediate coupling ia the positive parity states, in CI, which

can be described aa a proton hole in a ^

coupled to:the one phonon.2 atate in

Or % / 2
The calculations

s hov a good agreement with experiment. A coupling of the setae

proton hole to the 3 and 5 octupole vibration» in Ar should

give rise ti> a sequence of negativ« parity states up to apin 15/2 •

In CI (pa;;ier I) we found ajnuÉber of ne« negative parity states

with spins up to 13/2 which dan originate f roe such a phonon-hole

coupling.

Several, new high apin states were found in AΓ (paper II).

In fig. 9 thit negative parity states, below 3.8 MeY from our work,

transition;strengths for the decay of the states fro« a recent

work * in Liverpool and the 2 - 0 transition iäiä Ar are shown.

Stripping reaction» »how that moat of the 1f7/„ single particle

strength can be identified with the 1611 keV 7/2 level '*

Coupling of a neutron in this f7/0 orbital to the one phonon 2

state in Ar, will produce a1 quintet of levels with spins ranging

from 3/2 to 11/2~. From fig.* 9 we can se« that the "centre of gravity"

is a little bit too low. The reason for this originates probably

from the mixing of the 3/2~ states with a 2p_,g single particle

state at 3.52 MeV, which depresses the lowest 3/2** level. The

weak coupling model predicts that the 12 transition strength from

the members of the multiplet to the 7/2" "ground state" should be

the same as the 2 - 0 transition strength in AΓ. This criterion

is, as can be seen, fairly well satisfied. - ,.
:

The new high spin states identified ia ^ E (paper III} can be

interpreted as a coupling of a d,,- proton bol« to the 2 , 3 «ad

'
 :
'.: ':,i '"•:,

3/2
5 states in Ca. Such aa ancroaen has b«ee used by Wiktor for

theoretical calculations '. She oompariaoa vith ear

results is shown in « M I XXX. r
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gravity-

Fig. 9- Comparison of the E2 t r ans i t i on strength of the f i r s t
excited s t a t e of ^Ar with the E2 strengths of the quintet
of negative par i ty levels which are postulateä to r e su l t
from weakly coupling a lfT /2 neutron t o a 3PAr core.

b) fp shell nuclei

Most of the high spin s t a t e s in the fp she l l can be well

described by the spherical shel l model, the negative pa r i ty s t a t e s ,

for example, in Ca (paper V). In t h i s nucleus the three f7/5 neut-
Uo - -

rons outside the double magic Ca core can couple to spin 3/2 , 5/2 ,
7/2", 9/2~, 11/2~, and 15/2~. The 9/2" and 15/2~ state«, which are
not reported earlier, were found at the energies predicted by the
theory ' . Beside the spherical properties many fp shell nuclei
also show deformed features. We have assigned positive parity to

1*3 ' it *

four new state« in Ce and interprète them as members of a K • 3/2
rotational band. Seth el al. have proposed i ï " « 3/2* and a Kw » '3/2~
band in Ca2 . One reason for our investigation of Ca{paper IV)
was a search for further members of these bands. The results «how
that two of the member« in the proposed negative parity band have
positive parity. Mo new members of the positive parity band were
observed, probably because the states above 9/2 belonging to the
band are not yrast levels«

The only way to obtain the low lying states vita positive parity
found in odd Cà and Se isotope« i s to promote eox* particles f*m
the closed «d shell to the f ^ shell. The **ia «iia«| «f «M
lying positive stats« are 3/2 «ad 1/2*. ttes« *t«««c mm

' excited in i « 2 and t - 0 jKUdttq» naetioM iwtie**iat «IHsfc
are hole »tates. Tig.' Iβ eben UΜ pmiUemê of Vtm Immt
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1

• V 2 +

—•m*

3/2+ \
• — \ -

\

\

/ • "

~ r
r

1

J

ë 2

41Ca 43Ct 45^ 47C.
20C* 20Ct 20" 20C*

\

41
21Sc tv

47,
21Sc 21Sc

Fig. 10. Excitation energy of the lowest lying 3/2 and 1/?
hole states in odd Ca and Sc isotopes^).

3/2+ and t/2+ hole state« in the odd Ca and 8c isotopes. The

presence of these low-lying 3/2 states in odd Sc isotopes can

be explained quite well in teres of increasing deformation. For

instance the first 3/2 states in the Sc isotopes are very near

to the 7/2~ ground state in ta* Middle of the shell. This can be

explained by looking at th« tilsson diagram in fig. 11. Is fact,

when the deformation increases the distance between the K* • 3/2*

orbital and the lowest orbital of the f_.. shell decreaaes rapidly,

thus allowing the excistence of low-lying core excited state«. This

mechanism is als» used to «xplaia the deformed cor« excitée

nents resulting fro» excitatioa of f partiel« - 2 hol«« or

k particles - h b o W in tme #*M Ca isotope«25'.
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4 S

3 -

-0.6 -0.4

Fig. 11. The dependence of the eodified-oeeilletor proton
particle l«v»lâ oa th* quedrupol« åmtormeAiam, ooordiaat«
e (A* 50), froa « recent calculetion by S.S. Lerwoa
aad G. Leender.
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From the Nilsson diagram (fig. 11) the distance between

3/2+ and K* 1/2 is found'to be about- SOO keV for-defor-

mations larger than c =0.15. The energy difference between the

lowest 3/2 and the lowest 1/2 states for.odd Ca and Se isotopes

in the middle of the shell, is as can be seen in fig. 10 around

900 keV. If one explains the low lying hole states as due to de-

formation it in quite natural to expect rotational bands built

on them. The bands, based on 3/2 hole states in the sd shell for

a number of nuclei, are plotted in fig. 12 and fig". 13. The slopes

of the curves are almost the same ( ~ ft* 55 keV) as nan be ob-

served from the figures.

The deformation can be calculated from the intraband B(E2)

values. For a rigid rotator the following relation between the

B(E2) value and the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q can be obtained.

B(E2) .2 2

*».

Ï

an

Fig. 12. Excitation «Mrgr W i m J ( J • 1) «f rototioKl
built on åy2 hol« »tat« i* C», 8e Mβ Ä
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3 / 2 5 7 * / / « » 7 2 l l / Z
1 2 3 4

Fig. 13. Excitation energy vereue J ( J + 1 ) of ro ta t ioaa l bands
b u i l t on d , , . h o l e e t a t e e in odd V isotopes 1 " 3 4 ' .

Assuming a uniformly charged e l l ipsoid.Q i s given in a c l a s s i ca l

model by:

( 1 + 3e

The deformation parameters are related to each other by the follo-

wing expression: - .. , - . ; • • ' -

e » « + ?

For »any of the states in the rotational bands described here
the lifetime« and branching ratios are, tatoua with good accuracy
bût the mixing ratios» however, have larg« errors. To g*t as
sBall errors as possible ft« the B(tt) valoa«, oaletiUftieas are
made only for pure 12 transitions, «se calceXs*«* » ( » ) , « — • '"

2 1 .

-. •>>)

(

V--
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•ff!

J.
1

9/2*
T/2*.

11/2*- .
9/2*
T/2*

9/2*
7/2*

7/2* '',

9/2*

T/2*.

J *

5/2*
3/2*

T/2*
5/2*
3/2*

5/2*
3/2*

3/2* •:;,

5/2*

3/2* ;

Table

!M(E2)|2

W.u. ,

20±8. •

-. 2 3 + V '••':

Î8±3

. 17*3 •

} 2 2 - n

13±3

I

• . " • ' • ;

Ref. 20

Ref. 26

Ref. 30

Refo 32

Bef. 35

barns .

' O.92±O.16

1.20+0.13

.0.80+0.07;

O.TT±O.1O
!O.87±b.1O

0.92+0.21

1.Ö7+0.11

i - 2 5 -S:u

0.99±0.10

e

, 0.28±0.Q5

Ö.36+O.OU

- 0.23±0.02

0.22i0,03

. 0.2U±0.03

0.2lt±0.05
0.28+0.03

°-3i-o:J9
2

0.23±0.03

a) Assijmed positive

!*m

• • « • - ' =,<

Q are shown in table I. The calculated values öf the".deformation

for the bands are of thé; same magnitude as the; deformation for

which the crossing of thé 1d_i„ and the 2s.. ,_ orbitals occurs (fig. 11).

It can be noted that competing El transitions between positive arid

negative parity levels are. delayed by a factor of 10 vith respect

to the single particle estimate.

3 -

1-
M .

M

v '

53,
24Cr 25 26

Excitation energxeii''^Γ 7/2 hole stafes
!„• 29 nuclei and tîséj56 hol* etate in 5

7/2" hole states in s
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Excitation across the shell closure at 28 neutrons are also

known to occur at low excitation energy at least in nuclei with

29 neutrons (fig. 1U). Looking.at the Nilsson diagram (fig. 11)

again we see that for increasing deformation the distance between

the K" = 7/2~ orbital and the lowest orbital of the p
l56 3/2

shell

Ni as in
36)

is rapidly decreasing. In

deformed core excited states . Also in Mn (paper VI) there

is evidence for a coexcistence between spherical and deformed

Ca there is evidence for
5 ^

states. Horie and Ogawa have used for

culation the ("fVV

Mn in a shell model cal-
O"7 \

space In their cal-

2

culation the first 6 state should appear.at 2.13-MeV and there

should be only one 7, state below 3 MeV, The experiment reveals

one 6 state at 1.07 MeV and two spin 7 states at 1.78 and 1.93 MeV

respectively. The model space used by Horie and Ogawa fails to

reproduce the low lying 6 state and the extra spin 7 state. These
. '.'! •; • • •• • *'•", -, " c-- -. • + .

fact's together with the observation that the; 6 state is strongly
' > • • • . ' ' ' - r ' . v - ' - 'L~ "' • 1 5 . }

populated in the (d,t) reaction with. *'•« 3 , make it probable

the the - two states belong to a K >:6 /rotational band, origina-

1 -

7/2 9/Ï 11/2 15/2

Fig. 15. Negative parity bande built on 7/2 hele «tetei fox
V 'sow B • 29 S 8 ^

•>/,• - (v ->

.»S3
Wê*
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ting from an excitation of a neutron from the core. If we assume
5k

a. prolate deformation in Mn, a coupling of a neutron hole in the

K = 7/2 Nilsson orbital and a proton in the Kff = 5/2~ orbital will

give a Kn • 6* and a K* 1+ band. A spin 8 level at 2856 keV

could be the third member of the K 6 band.

Our lifetime-measurement on the 1073 keV (6 ) level gave

the value 281+ ± 18 ps. The angular distribution of the 705 keV gam-

ma ray deexciting this level, indicates a small mixing value.

Assuming a pure dipole transition this lifetime will give B(M1) •

= 3.U • io" W.u. This very weak Ml strength can be explained if

the nucleus has different deformation in the 1073 keV state than

in the ground state. The excitation energies of the levels in the

proposed K" * 6 band together with some other observed band for

K = 29 are plotted versus J(J + 1) in fig. 15. The energy constant

for these three bands are about,60 keV.

The coexistence of spherical and deformed properties in the

nucleus can be explained by a secondary minimum of the total ener-

gy for non-zero deformation. G. Leander and S.E, Larsson have cal-

culated the potential energy surface for double even N ,• Z nuclei

±'rom C to Ti . These calculations have recently been deve-

loped to include odd nuclei in the Ca - Hi region . The first cal-

culations for odd nuclei are performed on Se, where they have

been able to reproduce a coexistence between a spherical 7/2

ground state and a low lying,..prolate, 13/2 „state (ej=0.2).

Several methods used in nuclear spectroscopy to get- information

about nuclear properties are depending on our understanding of the

reaction mechanism.,, For instance the alignment of the nucleus in

connection with angular'distribution measurements aud the interpre-

tation of the yield functions. "To get more experimental'iûforma-

tion about the process ye have, started an experiment to measure the

multiplicity, of the pre-yrast cascades (gamma cascades fron the

21».

particle populated levels to the yraet line}. For this purposes

Cu has a veil known
" 58 61

we have choosed the reaction • Ri(a,py) Cu

level.scheme and is situated in a region of interest for us. Sone

preliminary results are presented in the Appendix.

S.E. Larsson, G. Leander end I. Ragnarasca, privet« ceeenaicaticn.

r t ^ fcfr^affiigfrüyii
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APPENDIX

During the last yeare the (a.Py) and (a,xiïy) reactions have

been extensively used in the study of high spin states in the low-

medium mass region. At these reactions a highly excited compound

nucleus is formed in states of large angular »omentum. After par-

ticle evaporation, vhich does not essentially change the angular

momentum, a residual nucleus is created. This residual nucleus

dissipates energy and angular momentum by a number of gamma tran-

sitions from the continuum of levels until the observed spin states

are reached. Very little information about the transitions from

the continuum exists. For reactions induced by heavy ions on targets

in the rare earth region, values of multiplicity and mean gamma

energy have recently been obtained but for light nuclei such

information ia completely lacking although experimental evidence

for the dependence of the cascade feeding time on the excitation

VΓ) t

energy in the continuum has been obtained . In the present work

the multiplicity of the cascades from the continuum in Cu is de-

termined by coincidence technique .

The experimental arrangement for the multiplicity measurement

consists of a Gefja.) detector (10 % efficiency), two 5" x 6"; lal

detectors and a large area annular surface barrier detector for the

detection of evaporated protons in the backward direction (fig. 16).

The double coincidences between the proton detector and the Ge(Li)

detector and the triple coincidences between the proton detector,

the Ge(Li) detector and one or both of the lal detectors (I > 100 keV)

were simultaneously recorded* event by event on magnetic tap«*. The

resolving times were 20 and 70 n* for the double and triple coinci-

dence arrangements, respectively.

The counting rate in the Ge(Li) detector for a certain line caa

be written:

K
d
 « Q • 0

y^

where Û, ia the peak efficiency of th« Ge(Li) 4***«tfl* «a*ft,,*•*>

intensity of tbe lia« in coincide«*« with protean, tfc» W

rate for the s*** lim* ia the <*(U) ftpectn» d

G. Al « i m , 8.1. AraeOl, D.4. »mnmitm m* %

: -><mi#m m«

mm
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i "1

. Annular Surface Barrier Ottector

"..A.

#1

Fig. l6. Experimental arrangement for the Multiplicity Measurement.

both from the proton and one or both of the Hal detectors can be

written:

h ,
a • (1 - (1 - o2) )

where fi. is the total efficiency, including solid angle of the Nal

crystals which was determined with calibrated

Mg is the Multiplicity.o

the ratio: . ' .-,

ray sources and

^ - 1 - (1 - Q2) V

the mult ip l ic i ty can be determined. The starting poiat i s toe con-

tinuum of the gamma cascade i s in t i e presemt arraaeamsnt determined

by the inclusion of gmtes ia the protoe «vaforatio* spectne». ZΒ

present experiment Cu was produc** by tit» 5 Ttt(« .» ) Oβ reaetie»

at an alpha, energy of 18 MwV (f t«. tT). Ä * alpfca *mß of «*P»*^ »4

wee d d i T f i t d Isy *̂** Ä̂tteî iiBiBepewBpWMr rft wjpiKiKMk 4&wit alk *4NINMMBIMMI ,

target '(5 eg/em2) was os«d. 9mOH» aa4 tr^X« 'sitlanJmw» r i* t* '

approximately too convts/me« '«mi-

used. A to ta l nwbw of

netic tame« at two

- * * * • •
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5Ttt(e,JT)*1Ou.

The effect of the Multiplicity OB the iateasitie* of I H M line*
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500

E « z>55^.18 M«V
p

protond.-G*(Li) coinc.

1000

i

f

1500 Enorcy IK

1

E - 2.55-U.16 ifcVp
protond.-Ge(li)-H«J coinc.

1 - - •

1 «• 0.92-2.55 MeVp
protond.-Ge(Li) coinc.

r^—^lh L J Lj

. i

"•'•7,:

^r"

. - i ' " * t '*"

E - O.92-2.55 MeV
protond.-0«(Li)-e*J coinc.

Mg. 18. Sxanple« of doubl* and triple coincidmc« »p*ctr« for
different proton •&£«£ "

*< ' ^ M 4 T ~'r
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I
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30.

Fig. 19' GanBBa ray multiplicity as a function of proton energy.

The side-feeding intensities are calculated fron a single gaaaa ray

spectrum at 55 and the decay «chase given in r*f. 46. The decay

scheme is presented in fig. 20. Trom the side-f**diag intensities

I . , the branching ratios and the total multiplicities of the gam-

ma lines < Hg >, the side-feeding multiplicities < K._ > and t»e

_ the unresolTed transitions < I >

calculated (table II). '

f:

':l

R-f

•^•éåmkmi^m^^m^mm^^- '• -VüUft»'
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Table II

Level
energy J
(keV) (keV)

sf
< E

1*082

326O

3016

2720

2627

2612

2336

2295

9/2+

1733

1391*

1310

1»75

9/2

9/2"

9/2"

7/2"

7/2'

j

1

1

0.30

1

0.71»

0.95

0.61

O.61

0.35

5/2 < 0.05

7/2" 0.22

I/2" O.85

1361

1527
61*8

1705

11*10

1317

879
669

1366

901
562

632
210

1733
1*22

139*

1310

6.55±O.1»5

5.1»1±O.1»9
7.09*0.56

5.83±O.l»5

5.16±0.30

5.7l»±O.3l*
6.73±O.l»6

5.75±0.32

5.77±0.1»2
5.93±0.36

5.69+0.37
6.OI+O.57

k.8010.23
6.0210.29

5.0l»±0.25

3.29

2.88
3.1*7

3.5I»

2.53

3.09

2.77
3.5U

3.71

3.62
3.20

3.07
2.81»

2.7!»
3.17

2.82

3.18

1.3

1.8
1.5

1.6

2.3

1.9

2.1
1-7

1.7

1.7
1-9

2.1
2.3

2.5
2.1

2.6

2.5

"T

x)
out

is the total intensity of gaa»** rays the level.
i>
f

20. Decejr sob«M of Ck ftt» t i»

î .*-rf~- - - * v - '" "'
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Abstract

J/<r* qr* >M>« te «Cf/rn* Ik* »Sd^yCI necHo*. N. G. Almtm Mid E.
Willinder (Department of Fnyste, C M m n Uniwety of TechMleay*
GHUbort, Smdm).

t, 129-134. 1973.

Th* otciMd Mini of »O. poputalMl in UΜ "SfepPCI motion « fi,-11-1«
MeV hivt been studied by T-γ coincklMcc, «•**» Attribution «M» yield
function meuucemem«.Tke*»i«v»taetlt/2<-', U/2'->««dl3/2«i»propo«e«"
for the new »ut« at S 407. 5 927 Md « 0 « k*V Neajctivelr.

1. totroéactif

Many examples of collective phenomena can be found in the
j-rf shell. The most typical example« are tbe iaotopea of Nβ, Mg
and AI which have a permanent groundttate deformation and
show obvious rotational feature». la th« transition region between
the deformed «enter «hheU nude» and the spherical/»riMcM
some collective features remua. The spectra« of MAr (ref. UD,
for example, shows three doeely spaced 0+, 2* aad 4+ levels at
approximately twice the excttttk» ener«y of the 2* fint eadtod
stale. This indicates that vibrational modes are of importance is
the transition region.

An intermediate coupling calculation in which a proton bole
in the d,lk sllt at d,,, *hetts is coupled to tbe vibrating »Ar con
has been carried out for "Cl (réf. rø). Tbk nucleus hat aleo been
interpreted in terms of tbe unified model {3] aad • Jt-3/2 rota-
tional band butt on tbe 3/2* «round state, has been proposed
with member» of spéas 3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2+ and 9/2+(ref. £4J). Boft the
models show a good aarssenat with eRperimeat as regards the
positions of the excitad states aad the MßQ values, wWto the
m.my values are pot we« described Cfl. A aMNMdei eakahtion'
bafbeencaniedoutbyWlldsBthsletal.MnaingaftJIspaceof
j«MMS-aiodal wave foactios» tor positiv« parity etatse. h this

2.1. Appwatm and tmjtts
The MS(«,p)MCI experiment was performed on tbe 90 cm cyclo-
tron at the Reeearch Institute for Phytic» is Stockholm and on the
Uppsala tandem accelerator. The cyclotron which fives a fixed
«•energy of 14 MeV was used for the angular distribution and
T-γ coincidence measuwwenti and at the Uppsala tandem tbe
yield-function experiowut was carried out using «-energies be-
tween 12 and l< MeV. Tbe targets were prepared by depositing
puhwiMd sulphur enriched to 99.9% kt " S on lead backings-
Tbe sulphur powder was covered by vary the gold foil». The
thickness of the targets to obtained wat about 0.5-1.0 mg/cm".

tftctr*
A typical γ-epectnim taken with an Ortec 60 cm* GeOi)-detector
(FWHM -22 keV at 1 333 k«V) in β^seometry at the cyclotron
à show» in Fig. 1.

Tbe energy calibration was performed using a Ra-soorce. A
relative efficiency curve for the detector was obtained by taking
spectra front a number of radioactive source« with weU-known

>ray inteasttie«, placed M te target position. This curve wae then
mini fur ilslHiniiiiu tin nlsiliii imnnftiii rf tai '. irri '~i r r'1

bum taken in 55* geceietry nateg 14 MeV »partiefce. These
iatenWM can be found m Table I when they hav« been norma-
l t to thatotensity of the 3 1 « keVtras^tioo,wr^ arbitrarily
has bsen given the vakl« 100.

Table I. Energy fawCr md immm J-

model, îpo, the »cited ttatte aad m.ET> valuee, hat act ***Ml)
value«, tu« well npfoduoed.

Most of A« «ffi*W to •«»•»«» th« • % ! • « « « » • is ooaettaad
«Mi the tow W Ä positiv« parity states, wUb the tefermeioa el

i

•feast

«WO 0«*)

tow lying aege^y« parity
parity state» å

2«4U±1.S

7/2 ça« b»

S«S*±L*

state; M«ri«mi «ad Hohfcssi PI ha*» «tad» a
tjon for the aegalM« attar «MM« ia »CL ma

J»4M±1.5

17*3.1

17*1.1

1M&I

,o««7/2~lt^at31«Si»^atMloMhM>1«l* 4 M _ , + „
spta 9/2-at 4 34« taV. The a»*l«inK^ ««•»»****»•«•• l « u | l *
4 ^ ^ WMaèâsnàVsX „ j ^^>Ba_ ^*«g«r Ig^aga« jga^gjb M^B^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ k ^ ^ JÉk^ ÊMJlA

tmtAits

»MM
11*J

»-7M»t7 m^^^^^^B ^g^B^^PBW W

t.
'V'V.V.; .:- V. .
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Fig. 1. γ-ny «pectrum icwltiac from bombuduMôt of "S with 14 M«V o-
putickt. The spectrum b taken at 90* •eonwtoy with » 60 cm1 Ge(Li)-
(fctector. ,

2.3. yy-coinebknee measurement

To obtain information about the origin of the γ-lines appearing
in the single spectrum, a 12 hours ^-coincidence measurement
was performed. The experimental equipment consisted of two
GeCLO-detecto» (one 60 cm* Canberra and one 60 cm' Ortec),
two Ortec 451 main amplifiers, a conventional zero-croes-over
coincidence system with the resolving time set to 70 ns, and a
Nuclear Data 4096x4096 ADC. The data were stored on mag-

netic tape using the computer TRASKitthe Research Institutefor
Physics as a buffer memory. The system is described in greater
detail elsewhere [8,9]. The total number of registered coincidence
events was 5.2 x 10*. In the off-line analysis 37 gates were set
digitally, 20 of which were set on peaks and other» on the back-
ground quite near the peaks. In Fig. 2 the results from three
of the galet are shown. The results from all of the gates concerning
" O transitions are summarized in Tabte n.

Table II. Summary of coincidence results far the UCI transitions

Transition ehertJesarefivmiiikeV. A puwrthew i* iadiatiaf tbu «h* evidence of cojodduc« n wMk

10» 1115 1 » 7 157» 1702 17*3 2 IM 2244 2«W 2693 3002 3117 3163
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F/r. 2. Spectra from the ̂ γ-coincideoce meuunaMnt with the computer
TRASK on-line. The jpectnim in the top of the figure it • «em of t> coin-
cidence events in one of the detecton. .

.2.4, Yield functions .

The yield as a function of the projectile energy of a γ-transition
from a nuclear state, populated in an (a, xarf) or («, JOY) reaction
has been clearly demonstrated by Hoffmann and Sarantites 110]
to be characteristic for the spin of the state. Thus when an angular
distribution measurement for.a γ-ray fails to give » unHjue spin
.assignment for a state (which often;is the case), the mwHiitiwrwl
of the yield function for the y-ray often can rule out some spin
values [1,1]. The yield functions shown in Kg. 3 for "Cltransitioas
were obtained by taking single spectra at the Uppsala tandem
with α-energies of 12-16 MeV. The intensity value for each
γ-transition were normalized to thai of the 3163 keV γ-tranekioe
at the corresponding α-eaergy. The intensity vatoefor tba3163 key
transition was set to lOO for each «-energy. In this yield function
measurement the detector was situated in the 90° geutuetiy in
order to avoid Doppter broadening of the peaks. A small system-
atic error, due to differences in the alignment of éwiakial stales
of the γ-rays' at different bombarding energies, thus caaerag varia«
tiôns in the angular distributions could be introduced by using the
90° and not the 55? geometry which had been the correct choice.
The results of the yield-function measurement are diirossed ta
s e ç v 3 . • ' . : ' - • / / • ' '; . ,. ' '•

2.5. Angular dütributkins

The theoretical γ-ray angular distributions for given values ofJ|, _ _ ^ _ _ , r——-—
the spin ofthe initial level, and/ f,ihe spin of aie final level, are * £ • * • . wKkttmjmMO-U Mw,

,l?
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A computer program written for the IBM 360 university computer
at Göteborg was used, which performed a least-squares fit of the
theoretic! angular distributions to the experimental distributions,
and in whi«h<Tf in the formula above was varied between 0.10x7,
and 0.60 »Jx in steps of 0.02 x/ , . The analysis of the angular
distributions was otherwise carried out hi aw usual way. With Jt

given and J, restricted to values between J,*Z the bast fits of the
theoretical distributions to the experimental ones were found at
the minimum values for. the quantity; *

migTable in. Mixing nubs (J) ami widths <r, ofthe
distribution of the magnetic substales gMag minimum valms of

QUA,»,«) n

., ft

where A I^ is the estimated error in the experimental yield Yt at the
angle 0t; The formulas for the theoretical distributions W(<r„ S, B^
were taken from Rose and Brink [12]. The minima were located
by inspection of plots QKA* <TW <5) versus arctgA, where t is the
mixing ratio of the mullipolarities L + l and L for the electro-
rnagnetic transitions. To estimate the errors in the mixing ratios,
the intercepts of the Q\A,, Vp, 4) at values of Q* - Oî given by
fl3J:

1.0

fif. 4. Aniular distribution daU for γ-tnntitioas from tb* *«(*jy) " a
retction.

dependent on the population parameters JP(M) of the magnetic
substates M of the initial level. In this work it has been assumed
that the distribution function is gaussian: . -

were determined, where ̂ t,*, and $ are the values of A»et and. S
at the minimum of Q\A* a„ S), and f(3, N-3, f) is the Fsutij-
tical distribution for confidence limit P, which was chosen as
75%.

In this experiment two 60 cm' OeCLiHetactors were used, one
of which could be rotated around the target centre, while the other
one was in a fixed position to monitor the reaction. The results
of the angular distribution measurement are accounted for ia

J R p 4 and 5 ood Table HI. The interpretation is discussed in sec. 3.

The level» and γ-tnusraons observed in the reaction studied are
listed in Table I and the decay scheme in Fig. 6. The main result
is four levefc which deexcHe to the 3 163 keV 7/2- lev*

4348k*Vkett
This level has earlier been observed kv the "S(«4>)"CI reaction by
HootoD et al. [14]. Their angular cornlatwn measurcmsnt showed
acceptable «Masts for spta 5/2 and 9/2 with mixing ratio i-
0.42 ±0.04 for UΜ 1 IIS keV transition and spin 9/2. This is in
good agreement with our value $ - 0.40 ±0.09 for the same transi-
tion and spin. -' , .

The mean life time of this ami has been measured by Bnwde
et al. [5] and the value 2.9 ps yields negative parity as positive
parity would mean a W2 strength larger than 41 W.u. for the
11SS keV transition [5].

5407ktVtatl *

This level decays by 74% to th» 3 163 k«V tovrt asrf 26% to the
4 34« k*V lavaL Sine« the 2 244 » V traatüioa is bidden in the

« T S peak at 2231 k»V the ingular disfaawsthw mmiin-
for this Saw is sooaswhat MHsttasa aswcsily tha point

«akM at 90*. However, for aagtaa teg« them 90» the Dopphr
satft movw tfa« "» pank towards lower «Mrgias wWch hssyaiM
to estimât» the dMritMsMiiBf * • 2244 h»V MM. TMØMMtfar
«Us KM gn« »oeaptaU» flsj farapte 1 iß aarf 7/2. Th» 1 • » kaV
Um which a t» «imUii |Ms hmi ji'«s» waak a» M M»d hi

Mioa tsMRMaaisjkt» hewavsr, .it <
IfnxTiinafiniaiiMah

0.2« x 13/2

+

•P.7±£J OMxSß

M ±JJ ° 044x11/2
1.1 ± J | : «,Mx7/2
0.02±JJJ : «J« x 11/2

anon. taiconlaMtto*tM2

of * • 2 244 k*V MM
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Fig. 5. ß»-fits for the γ-trtnritioiu with energies 1379,2 244,680 «nd I ttS
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is slightly steeper than that of the 1059 IceV line, can be used to
éliminât« the lower value. The mixing ratio for the 1 572 IceV tran-
sition is «5-0.8 ±0.4. The rather large equadrupofe admixture
indicates negative parity of this «täte.

6086 keF level

Thi« level decay« to «he 5407 keV 11/2- level through a rather
strong transition with an energy of 610 fceV. No other decay
mode* have bow discovered. The QMest of the angular distribu-
tion maasurémmt gave be* fits for spin» 9/2 and 13/2, also «pin
1172 p i an acceptable fit

The yieW f unction of the 6 » toV Hae k the steepest of a« and
a comparison wfck that of the 1 579 keV line shows that A»
60M keVsUtcooght to have spin largsr than 11/2. This M a »
that the most probable spin of tUt iml l« 13/2. The mam* ratio

Flt.6. De«yKhem.o(^&ooüie^«^)^WK*io««*^«di.tb«. of tte 6»0keV line k «-aOO±0.07 whicb means a pure
w o r k . ' -. '•; ' ",' . rexBetion.

-7/2'

-7/2'

.- f
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Fif. 7. Plot showing the excitation energy of the (round itate rotational band
and the assumed X»=7/2- rotational band venu* J(J+1).

4. Discussion

The shell model calculations by Maripuu and Hokken [7] give the
the levels with energy and spin 3.41(7/2-), 4.97(9/2-) and 6.40
(11/2-) MeV which is in qualitative agreement with experiment.
The calculated position of the 13/2- level (5.16 MeV), however, it
too low and the model reproduces only one of the 11/2- levels.
It seems more probable to suppose that our levels at 3 163,4 348
and 5407 keV with spins 7/2-, 9/2- and 11/2«-» are the first
members of a K" - 7/2- rotational band. In Fig. 7 a plot is given
of the excitation energy versus /(/+1) for the JC* -3/2+ and the
assumed Jf* = 7/2- rotational band. It produces an almost linear
relationship between Ex and /(/+1) and the moment of inertia is
very similar to that of the ground state band. The next level in
the K* -7/2- rotational band ought to have spin 13/2- but the
level at 6 086 keV with spin 13/2 does not fit well because die
angular distribution of the 680 keV line, deexcrting this level, indi-
cates pure dipole radiation and the crossover 13/2-9/2 is missing
or very weak.

The assumed K" - 111- rotational band does not give any expla-
nation to the other 11/2C~' level at 5927 keV. A coupling of a
d,it proton hole to the "vibrational" 5~ state of MAr with energy
5.19 MeV (ref. [ID gives rise to a multiplet of levels with spins
between 7/2- and 13/2-. The centre of gravity of this multiplet
will have about the same energy as the 5- state in "Ar. A possible
explanation of the states at 6086 (13/2) and S 927 (11/2) is that
they are two high spin members of such a multiplet.

To get more information about the structure of the new levels
it is desirable to know their transition probabilities, that is, tbeir
life-times ought to be measured.
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Abstract
Exiled slates in "Ar frem ike ".SX", KfV'Ar reaction. N. G. Aleniu», 0 .
Skeppstedt *nd E. Wallander (Department or Physics, Chalmen University
of Technology. S-40220 G«ebor« 5, Sweden).
Physica Scripia {Sweden) 6, 296-307,1972.

The excited slates of "Ar, populated in UΜ "SCour^Ar reaction HE.-10,
12 and 14 MeV have been studied by γ-tpectroseopy methods. The spin
values 9/2'-', 7/2<-\ U/2<-> and 9/2'+' are propowd for excittd "AΓ lUtea
at 3184, 3 526, 3 706 and 4021 keV, respectively.

I. Introduction

The s'SO,trr)"Ar reaction ( ß -4.629 MeV) has earlier been
studied [I-*] with a maximum α-particle energy of 8.S MeV. In
these investigations excited states in "Ar with spins up to 7/2
have been revealed. So far as we know, no other investigation is
published where high spin states (/> 7/2) have been identified.
As the («,ny) reaction has proved to be very efficient in populating

high spin states, provided that the incident energy is high enough
[5, 61 the "S(a,nT)"Ar reaction was thought to be worth investi-
gating with it-particle energies higher than 9 MeV. A knowledge
of positions and properties of bigh spin states would facilitate
a choice of the theoretical approach to the "Ar nucleus.

2. ExprtatMtal awtfcofe a

2.Ï. Apparatus and targets

The experiments were performed at the 14 MeV α-particle beam
from the 80 cm cyclotron at the Research Institute for Physics
in Stockholm. In this type of experiment the 80 keV inherent
spread of the beam, increased by straggling in the relatively
thick targets used, is of advantage for averaging the resonances
of the compound states. As the energy of the beam from the
cyclotron is fixed, «-particles with energies 10 and 12 MeV used
in the yield function experiment were obtained by inserting

, •••#•. I

•JfeJ

CHtMNCl M j n K R

Fit. 1- γ-ny spectrum resuMac; froM boaitaiAaaat of -I with 14 McV
«-particles. The spectrum is taken at f0* «MSMtry wKk a <• «a* QMfly-
detector.

rhyicmScrifft
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Ffr. 3. Relative intensity of γ-lnnsitiom oriftattint from the uS(d,v(fAi
reaction.

tantalum absorbe» in the beam. The tarfets were prepared by
depositing pulverized sulphur enriched to 90.0% in " S on lead
backings. The sulphur powder was attached to the lead backings
by very thin gold covers. The thickness of the targets so obtained
was about 0.5-1.0 mg/cm*.

2.2. Single γ-speetra

A typical γ-spectrum recorded with an Ortec 60 cm* Ge(Li)-
detector (FWHM -2.2 keV at 1 333 keV) hi 90° geometry and
with J5V-14 MeV is reproduced in Fig. 1. Most of the γ-rays
could be identified to come from the "S(ow)"Ar reaction,
although the "S(a,a^)**S and " S K I M ^ ' C I reactions proved to
give relatively strong contributions to the spectrum. A» " S nuclei
were present in the target (9.6%) a few lines Into the MS(«,pr)wa
reaction appeared. The possibility of other γ-rays due to the " S
contribution to the target was very carefully investigated by inspec-
tion of spectra taken under same conditions but with a target
enriched to 99.9% in S.

Energy calibration was performed using a Ra-souroe. To get a
reliable calibration point hi the high energy region of the spectrum,
the following procedure was carried through. In the spectrum
from the target enriched to 99.9% in " S the second escape, and
fuU energy peaks of the 3 163 keV " a transition were found to
have considerable intensity. As the second escape peak couW be
calibrated with a high accuracy using the Ra-source, a reliable
energy scale up to 3 163 keV was obtained. Using this scale te a
spectrum from a targe, with 31.6% " S aad 67.9% S abundances,
the 3 103 keV (7/2--3/2+) "CI transition could be given a rather
precise energy value (3103.4 ±1.0 keV).

A relative efficiency curve for the detector was obtained by
taking spectra from a number of radioactive'1 sourest with well-
known γ-ray intensities, placed in the target position. This can«
was then used for determining the relative nteastte» of the γ-rays
in a spectrum recorded in SS* geoaaetry using 14 MeV β-partfcsss
impinging on the target. These intsnritiat CM be read Iα Fig. 3 '
(see sect. 2.4), where they have bean normalized to the InkmUjr
of the 1611 keV transition, which arbitrarily hat bean given the
value 100.

Phytic* ScrifU 6

Table I. Summary of coincidence results for the "Ar transitions

Transition energies are given in keV. Parentheses indicate that the evidence
of coincidence i> weak
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2.3. yy-cotncUknce measurement

To obtain information about the origin of the γ-lines appearing
in the single spectrum, a 12 hours rr-coincidence measurement
was performed. The expérimental equipment consisted of two
GeCLQ-detectors (one 60 cm* Canberra and one 45 cm' Ortec),
two Ortec 4SI main amplifiers, a conventional zero-cross-over
coincidence system ̂ with the resolving time set to 70 ns, and a
Nuclear Data 4096 * 4096 ADC. The data were stored on mag-
netic tape using the computer TRASK at the Research Institute
for Physics as a buffer memory. The system b more detailed
described elsewhere [7, 81. The total number of registered coinci-
dence events was 5.2 * 10*. Iα the off-line analysis 37 gates were
set digitally, 20 of which were set on peaks and the others on the
background quite near the peaks. In Fig. 2 the - aults from four
of the gates are shown. The results from all of the gates concerning
"Ar transitions are summarised in Table I.

2.4. Yield functions

The yield as a function of the projectile energy of a γ-ray from
a nuclear state, populated in an (*jatf) or («,*rrr) reaction has
been clearly demonstrated by Hoffmann and Sarantites {9] to
be characteristic for the spin of the state. Thus when an angular
distribution measurement for a γ-ray fails to give a unique spin
assignment for a stale (which often is the case), the measurement
of the yield function for die γ-ray often can rule out some spin
values [5, 6]. The yield functions shown in Fig. 3 for "AΓ transi-
tions were obtained by taking singfe spectra at the bombarding
énergie« 10, 12 and 14 MeV. For each γ-traasitioa the ratios

JVi/10 MeV) and Np/12
MV)

MeV)
were determined, when A^IO MeV) raprennti the number of
counts in the peak from the transition with the energy g^regts-
tered k the spectrum taken at Iβ MeV esc. The results wer* nor-
maføsd to the ratios for the 1 4 » fceV traeskioo, which is knows
to deencke the 1/2+ first exited at*» fa "Ar. The relative peai-
tions of the points at 14 MeV m F%. 3 were adjusted to the vatea
for the relative intensities for each γ-nne obtain»! as assented
in sect. 2.2. In this yjsfcj ftsactfc» MISIHI iwiul the astsrtar was

nf'Tfti nniri ft imal
aUgaoMOtoftheinWal

In tin

which had
bun absent.

TBS moto of the yieU tac*»
sect 3.

safiM
à» m na* a* «he 5J* tscsnetrr.

* * e De**» broadening tad

i^.
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2.5. Angular distributions

The theoretical γ-iay angular distributions for given values of
Jh the spin of the initial level, and Jb the spin of the final level,
are dependent on the population parameters P(M) of the magnetic
substates M of the initial level. In this work it has been assumed
that the distribution function is gaussian:

exp (-3
M . 2 / ( e x p | - ^

A computer program written for the IBM 360 university computer
at Göteborg was used, which performed a least-squares fit of the
theoretical, angular distributions to the experimental distributions,
and in which % in the formula above was varied between 0.10 x / j
and 0.60 * / f in steps of 0.02 * / , . The analysis of the angular
distributions was otherwise carried out in the usual way. With
Js given and J, restricted to values between It±2 the beet fits of
the theoretical distributions to the experimental ones were found
at the minimum values for the quantity:

where A y< is the estimated error in the experimental yield Y, at
the angle 6,. The formulas for the theoretical distributions
W(ff».Mi) were taken from Rose and Brink [10]. The minima
were located by inspection of plots QKA*ø„o) versus arctgJ,
where <5 is the mixing ratio of the multipolarities L + l and L
for the electromagnetic transitions. To estimate the errors in the
mixing ratios, the intercepts of the Q^A^a^S) at values of Q' -
Ci given by [11]:

were determined, where A,, a, and g are the values of A» a, and i
at the minimum of QKA*a„8), and F(3,ff-3,P) is theFstatistical
distribution for confidence limit P, which was chosen as 75%.

In this experiment two 60 cm* Ge(Li)-detectors were used, one
of which could be rotated around the target centre, «Wie the other
one was in a fixed position to monitor the reaction. However, the
yield of the 1409 keV 1/2+-3/2+ transition measured with the
movable detector was used as monitor after its isotropy had been
checked by use of the fixed detector. The results of the anguku-
distri button measurement are accounted for in Fig. 4 and Table II.
The interpretation is discussed in sect. 3.
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Fif. 5. Decay «eherne of >'Ar. Transitions drawn in dashed lines were not
established in tbeYY-coincidence experiment, but their placing in the scheme
is based on energy arguments and on their yield functions.

The results from the present work are summarized in the decay
scheme in Fig. 5 and in Table HI. No new important information
about states with excitation energies lower than 3 MeV was
obtained. However, above this excitation energy 9 states were
found, the properties of which are discussed below.

Tht 3184 keV state. The rr-coinddence experiment showed
that Out state is demoted through » 1 573 keV transition to the

Table HI. Energy levels and gamma transitions observed in the

Initial level
(keV)

Final level
(toV)

Eaogy
0»V)

InlMuity
(relative uaits)

>

14OS.5 ±1.0

Table U. Mixing ratios (o) and widths a, of the assumed gaussian ««H0±1.0
distribution of the magnetic substates giving minimum values of 24MÙo±M

27»5J0±Z0
3 114.3 ±1.5
3271.6+2.0Transition

wsrgy
(keV) Jt-Jf

1573

1804

1915

2095

9/2-7/2

9/2-7/2

7/2-7/2

11/2-7/2

- 4 . 7

2.7

2.1

0.1

+ 1.4
-3.4
+0.7
-0,5
+ 5.0
-0.7
+0.1
-0.1

0.4x9/2

0.3x9/2

0.3x7/2

0.3*11/2

^ 3S2S.«±1.5

3 705.5 ±1.0
4t 4 021.3 ±2.0

5 21X2 ±1.01.2

4.0

1.9

S 149.2 ±1.5
6472.7±Z0

7 070.6+. 23

0
0
0
0
0

l<11.0
0

1 «11.0
1 611.0
31M.3
1 «1.0
3194.3
2217.0
2217.0
31I4J
3 705 J
521X2
5 2112
• 14» J
6472.7

140».5±1.0
16U.0±10
22l7.0±1.5
24».0±1.5
2795.0+2.0

±
3272 ±3
1 *«0.7±Z0
1914.6±1.5
341J±1.5

2«*J.O±I5
S21J±*5

1H4.3±1.5
2MS.7+IJ
2 «31.1+2.0

±
1 2«1.4±Z«

323.5±l.t
5t7.»±1.5

7.1
100.0
32.1
3.1
C.7

32.3
~ZS

ZS
Z«
0.»

2«.g
4J
M
Z7
1.4
4.3
5.1
2J»
3.0
0J
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1 611 keV 7/2- state in agreement with earlier reports [12-14].
The state is strongly populated at 14 MeV α-particle energy,
and the yield function of the ! 573 keV γ-ray is »lightly steeper
than those of the two 7/2 -» 3/2 transition« with the énergie* 1 611
and 2217 keV. This is in agreement with the angular distribution,
which gives a good minimum in Q* for a 9/2 -* 7/2, mixed quadra-
pole dipole transition with <5 "4.711% This large observed qusd-
jrupole admixture for the transition can be used to eliminate the
positive parity for the state since this would require a large M2
admixture in an El transition which is very unlikely. The mean life
of the state has been measured by Ivascu et al. [12} and Luketina
étal. [17], who reported Tm-950 ±450 »nd 300 ±60 f» respectively.

The 3 272 keV state. We found thii state to deexctte through
transitions to the ground state and to the 1 611 keV state with
equal intensities, which is in agreement with the earlier reported
results [12-14]. Ivascu et al. [12] who used the "CK'He,pi')tlAr
reaction, also detected a transition with low intensity (6%) to
the 2 790 keV 5/2+ state. Our yield function for the 1 661 keV
(3272-1 611 keV) γ-ray support» the /-5/2 assignment made
by Ivascu et al. [12] based on the measured lifetime rm -45 ±30
fs, which is in good agreement with the value given by Luketin*
et ai. [17]Tm-60±20 fs. The weak 3 272 keV pert; in our γ-ipect-
rum was superimposed on a complex background, so its yield
function was not possible to determine.

The 3 526 keV state. In the ^-coincidence experiment evidence
was found for the weak 341 keV γ-ray to show up in coincidence
with the 1 611 and 1 573 keV transitions, implying a transition
from the 3 526 keV to the 3184 keV state. The peak in the Hagle
γ-spectrum originating from the well established [12-14] 1915
keV transition to the 1 611 keV state is not strong enough to be
detected in the coincidence experiment. Due to dean background
conditions for the 1915 keV transition it was possible to measure
its angular distribution. The Q'-teet for this transition gave a
unique solution for J -7/2 of the 3 526 keV state with a
quadrupole dipole mixing of 2.1 î{;} u> agreement with ChampUn
et al. [13]. This large quadru-pofe admixture makes negative parity
for the state probable.

The 3 706 keV state. This state was very strongly populated at
Ex -14 MeV and was found to be deexcited to the I 611 keV
state (86%) and the 3 184 keV state (14%) by γ-traniitkns with
the energies 2 095 keV and 521 keV. The C-tests for the angular
distribution of the 2095 keV transition gave acceptable fits for
the spins 7/2 and 11/2, but the yield functions can be used to
eliminate the lower value. Accordingly we conclude that the
spin of the 3 706 keV state is 11/2.

The 4021 keV state. In coincidence with the 2 217 keV (7/2*-*
3/2+) transition, we discovered two rather weak transitions with
the energies 1 804 and 2996 keV. The 1 804 keV γ-ray was
supposed to originate from a state at the excitation «oergy 4021
keV. In (d,a) ref. [15] and (d,p) ref. [16] reaction« a state in thi*
region bas been weakly populated. The angular distribution of the
1804 keV γ-ray gave a unique solution for a mixed quadrupole
dipole deexcitation Jwith « - 2.7iJ;J and J -9/2 for the 4 021 keV
state. The large quadruple admixture again favour« * M1/E2
transition implying positive parity for tat »tat«.

The 5 212, 6149, 6 473 ami 7 071 k*V suttts. Abov« a a >
tion energy of 5 MeV, four ntativc weekly populated stettN

«K*a~

observed. The existence of die state» was bated upon te ranks
from the coincidence experiment. The two tranefeioa» with te
énergies 2 028 and 1 261 keV, which am drawn in datiwd Host

in Fig. 5, have been fitted into the decay scheme by energy con-
sidérations, as they were too weak to be detected in the coinci-
dence experiment. However, the yield functions for the 2 996,
2 028 and 1 506 keV transitions are quite similar, which is an
indication that they are originating from the same state. The
same argument can be applied to the 1 261 keV γ-ray supposed
to deexcite the 6473 keV state, which only could be detected
in the spectra measured with 14 MeV α-energy. This seems to be
quite in order considering the steep yield function for the 324 keV
transition and the decrease in efficiency for the Ge(Li)-detector
from 324 to 1261 keV. Unfortunapty the intensity of the transi-
tions deexdting these states above 5 MeV was too low to deter-
mine reliable angular distributions, but the yield functions
together with the fact that the state« were populated in the reaction
studied, points in the direction of high spin values.

The most important new inf oimation we have found about excited
»täte» in "Ar i» thus four states with te energies 3 184, 3 526,
3 706 and 4021 keV, for which we have determined the »pins
9/2, 7/2, 11/2 and 9/2 retpectiveiy. The three lower stetes are
proposed to have negativ« parity, while te 4021 keV state
probably ha» positive parity.

In recent yean te properties of the positive parity states in
11 Ar have been discussed and compared to theoretical calculations
by a number of authors (see for instance ref*. [2, 4,12]. As this
report doe» not give much new information about positive parity
state», a short discussion win be concentrated only to negative
parity »täte«, for which te experimental information hitherto has
besn very scanty.

Below an excitation energy of 4 MeV then are five states,
excited in our experiment, which we know or suspect to have
negative parity («ee Fig. 5). Furthermore a state at 3 516 keV,
which we do not observe it known to have J"-3/2-. A shell
model calculation on te odd parity levels in "AΓ has been made
by Erne [18], who assumed an inert " S con. The outer nucléons -
were considered to be in te Id,,, and 1/«« »hells, with the restric-
tion that only one nucieon was allowed to be in the 1/v« orbit.
The calculated excitation énergie« seem to be too high compared
to te experimental spectrum, and if te energy scale i» adjusted
downwards, te number of state» will be much larger than what
is experimentally observed.

Another way to describe negativ« parity state« in "Ar is to
apply te core excited model [19, 20] and consider te level
spectrum neuhlag from te excitation of a neutron to te If,,,
orbit coupled to te MAr con. Rom tnfe point of view, te 1611
keV state can be inteipnted as te 1/«, neutron coupled to te
0+ ground state of te "Ar eon. The coupKag of te neutron to
te first excited 2+ "Ar state should ten result ia a multiple* of
levels with spfaM 3/2, 5/2. 7/2, 9/2 aad 11/2, wit» te center of
gravity located around 3.59 MeV, which is te eeergy of te
"Ar 2* «täte added to te 1611 keV stete in *Ar. Tb* observed
3184 keV (9/2) 3 272 keV (5/2) 3 526 keV (7/2) and 3 706 keV
(11/2) state» vet strong oaadidsttet to be mewfcsn of such a
anltiptst. The 3/2" »t»* at 3 51« l»V,wl«k*w« did «xK observe,
i» also w«U situated wsfgt iea» 1er thai Jalsr»nta»ioa. H o w v r ,

(4p) reaction» with 4 - 1 tmft.31,1*. 22J. Tfesjs ten ssesa» to be
sows «xpethu—Ul —»pun for te «oc« mein «" asodel to be valid
m te "Ar case, «ad a detesM catndetion oat ter basa WCMM
beofgnatisMrNt

*- " I
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Abstract

High spin stales in "Kfrom uAr(x,pypK reaction. G.Alenius,S.E. Anteil
and O. Stankiewicz (Department of Physics, Coalmen University ot Techno-
logy, Göteborg, Sweden).
Physica Scripte (Sweden) JO. 43-50,1974.

The decay properties ot high-spin states in "K have been investigated by
means ol the **Ar(œ,PY)"K reaction at JT«-10-14 MeV. From measure-
ments of the yield function and the angular distribution of the γ-tramitions
it can be concluded that the followinf states have been excited: 2 814 keV,
7/2-, 3 597 keV, 9/2~, 3 943 keV, 11/2-, 4126 keV, S/2'-',452I keV,9/2'->
(11/2-), S 717 keV, 13/2 and 6 474 keV, (15/2). Multipole mixing ratios and
transition strengths are liven for some transitions. Comparisons arc made
with a recent shell-model calculation and with calculations involving collec-
tive features.

1. Introductkw

The ground state configuration of ?'K» can be considered as cne
dm proton missing from the double closed shell of SÎCa,,. The
low-lying excited states correspond then, from the simple shell
model point of view, to excitations of a proton from the closed
2s shell or ld,,t shell or to a transition of (he unpaired proton
to the 1/,/, and ptl, shells. The d,,, ground state aud the sm

first excited state have properties corresponding to single hole
states as shown by nuclear transfer reactions [1-7], Shell-model
calculations for "K have been performed by several workers
[8-12]. Recently Maripuu [13] has calculai id tie level spectrum
for "K using a realistic two-body interaction and allowing con-
figurations corresponding to a hole in the dt/,, sllt and d,,, sliell
and a particle in the f,i, and p,,, shell. Collective excitations,
however, are of importance for "K as shown from the results of
inelastic deuteron scattering experiments [8, 15]. Models with
collective features have consequently been applied to "K. In the
weak-coupling model the d,,, and sut, proton holes are coupled
to the 2+ 3 - and 5- states in **Ca [16] and ia the phonon-hole
model the negative parity states in "K arise from a coupling of
the dm hole to the 3 - and 5- state of "Ca [17Î. Recenily Wiktor
[18] has examined the low energy levels of "K using the inter-
mediate coupling approach in the unified model. Dwell et al.
[19] have considered deformed states in "K and expect the ex-
istence of K - 7 / 2 - (oblate) and K - 3 / 2 - (prolate) deformed
states corresponding to the 4p-4h and tp-%H structures in •"•&.
In order to decide which approach to the "K structure problem,

is the most relevant it is of interest to compare calculated level
positions, predictions of life-times and transition strengths to
experimental results. Electromagnetic properties of "K states have
been studied by refs. [20-28]. In ref. [25] it has Also been shown
that some low-lying levels aie dote doublets. In a recent work
Tapphorn et al. [24] show th<a the available data indicate collec-
tive strengths in the E2, M2 sind E3 transition probabilities for
the low-lying states in -K. These authors also «täte that the weak-
coupling model underestimates these strength» while the phonon-

hole coupling models predicts too large E3 transition rates.
Consequently, with the present knowledge of transition strengths
in "K we cannot, decide which approach to the 31K structure
problem is to be preferred.

In the present work a large amount of angular momentum is
brought into the MAr(«,pY)"K reaction leading to "K in a highly
excited state in order to find the yrast levels i.e. the lowest lyiug
states of given spins, of this nucleus. The experimentally found
high spin states of "K can then be compared to the positions of
such states calculated from the various theoretical approaches.
Experimental transition strengths can also be obtained from the
decay of the high spin states. The experiments were performed
at the Research Institute for Physics, Stockholm, where «-particles
from the 80 cm cyclotron were med.

2. Experimental methods and results

2.1. Target arrangement

The target consisted of argon gas* enriched to 99.5% in "Ar and
was enclosed in a small volume, perspex cell of 14 mm diam.
The gas was separated from the main vacuum system by thin
mylar (1.5 mg/cm1) entrance and excit windows. At a pressure
of 1 atm. the windows could resist 6-8 hours continuous irra-
diation with a 14 MeV α-beam of around 1 nA.

The gas cell, the target chamber and the arrangement for
introducing, the gas into the target cell and recovering it into the
gas container is shown in Fig. 1. The gas cell is connected'via a
small tube to a large volume steel cylinder furnished with a
movable': piston, a manometer, and'the low pressure. "Ar gas
container. After the evacuation of thé steel cylinder and the gas
cell, the "Ar gaj was trapped in the steel cylinder by cooling it
with liquid nitrogçn. The gas was then compressed, until a suitable
pressure had been reached in the gas cell. The recovering of the
gas was. obtained by cooling the gas container and pressing the
piston down. ;,! ,' ; . . •\'.'.;_. ''.'.,-• , ';';'*•-

2.2 Single gamma spectrum .' ,;, , - V

A single γ-specaiun obtained at 14 MeV. α-energy with a 60 cm*
Ge(U)-detector in 90° geometry is shown in Fig. 2. Most of the
gamn» transitions observed (see Table!) are expected to originate
from the "Ar(ot,PY)"K renctioii, Qr -1.29 MeV, as the β-value
for thef"Ar(et,nY)"Ca reaction is—8.60 MeV [30]. This suggestion
is supported by the appearance of six known transitions in "K
(Ey-347,784, 924,1129, 2 814 and J 598 keV).

1 A preliminary report of this work is given in the Proceedings'of the
International Conference of Nuclear Physio, Munich, 1973, Vol. 1,
Contribute! Papers, p. 206 (Edited by J. de Boer H. Y. Nancy, North
Holland). The prêtent paper nipenodet the preliminary report. • '
•Obtained from Monsan'o Reteerch Corporation, Mitmitburt, Ohio,
USA. : •". }••:-[
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Fig. ] . Target chamber with gas celt and arrangement for introducing and
recovering the gas.

A search for the counterpart of the strong 2 814 keV transition
from the first 7/2~ level in 3>K, which, in its mirror nuclide "Cα
should have an energy of 2 796 keV [29], gave no positive result.
The MAr(<x,oc'Y) reaction is supposed to give the main contribu-
tion to the broad r-distributions at 993, 1 792, 1 969 and 2206
keV. No lines from the "Âr(<r nv)-reaction were observed. A
few lines which could neither be fitted in the "K level scheme
nor assigned as originating from inelastic α-scattering in "Ar
but show the correct Doppler shift for belonging to the "Ar + a
reaction, are marked "K in Table I. ' ' -.

The windows of the gas cell made of mylar introduce lines
from reactions with oxygen and carbon, expecialiy in the high
energy region of the spectrum. The Compton distributions from
these lines affect the peak-to-background ratio in the spectrum.

2.3. Yield functions ..

In a reaction of the type studied in the present work, the yield
of a gamma transition from a nuclear state has been shown to be
characteristic for the spin of the state [31]. In order to estimate
the spin values of the levels excited, the relative intensities of the
deexciting gamma transition were investigated at f» -10,12 and
14 MeV. As the energy of the cyclotron is fixed the energy de?
gradation was performed by inserting tantalum absorbers in the
beam path. The result of the investigation is shown in Fig. 3.
The population of high-spin states is supposed to decrease when
the bombarding energy is reduced, as the population of high-spin
states is dependent on whether a sufficient amount of orbital
angular momentum is present in the entrance channel. Conse-
quently, the intensity of a γ-transition from a high-spin state,
should decrease when the energy of the α-particles is reduced
compared to the intensity of a transition from a low-spin state.
The largest change of intensity in the present case is displayed

Physica Scripte 10 ,
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Table I. Gamma transitions observed in the Ar*1 + a reaction at an
«•energy of 14 MeV and in a 55° geometry

Energy
(kcV)

Intensity
(rcl. units) Assignment

346.9+ 1.5
576.9±1.5
637.9+1.5
644.1 + 1.5
757.4+1.0
783.9+ 1.0
883.2+2.0
897.7+2.0
923.9± 1.0
993.4+2.0

1 039.4+2.0
1 129.4+1.0
1 221.5+1.5
1291.7+2.0
1 312.9+1.0
1410.7+1.5
I 773.8+2.0
1791.7 + 3.0
1 8«4.4+3.0
1921.6±2.0
1 968.7+4.0
2 060.1 + 3.0
2 205.5+4.0
2 302.0±3.0
2 435.2+4.0
2 488.8 + 4.0
2 523.0+4.0
2 813.5+1.5
3 597.7+3.0

31
1.2
0.7
0.9
4.8

18
1.7
0.9
8.7

0.3
27

1.7
2.3
6.8
6.5

10

3.3

3.0

1.3
6.2
5.3

100
18

K», 3 943-3 597
K» {4 521-3 943)
K"
K», 5 1*5-4 521
K», 6474-5 717
K», 3 597-2 814
"K, S 009-4 126"
K»
KM, 4 521-3 597
A Γ ' (oe.a'T)

K", 3943-2 814
K", 5 165-3 943

K", 4 12«-î 814
K" (S 354-3 943)
K», 5 717-3 943
At»«<«,a'Y),(28!4,D.E.)
(K», 4 678-2 814)

Ai»(«,a'Y)
K"
Ar*(«,a'Y)
(2 814. S.E.)

K», 2 523-0
KM, 2 814-0
K», 3 597-0

° Assignment according to ref. [38].

by the 347, 757, 1 129 and 1 774 keV transitions. Information
from the yield function can facilitate the choice of spin values
proposed from the angular distribution measurements.

2.4. yy-coincidence experiment

A two-dimensional YY-coincidence experiment was performed at
14 MeV α-energy using the TRASK computer on-line and two
60 cm3 Ge(Li) detectors [32J. The total number of legistred coin-
cidences was 6 x 10'. This number is lower than desired due to
the low beam current ( =s 1 nA) necessary for getting a reasonable
life-time of the mylar foils. The time resolution of the coincidence
circuit was about 100 ns. Data were collected in a 4 096 *4096
channel system and stored on magnetic tape which was later
analyzed by means of the computer off-line with gates introduced
on one of the axis. In the off-line analysis 27 gates were set digi-
tally, 14 of which were set on peaks and the others just above the
peaks so that the background effects could be considered. Table
IT summarizes the coincidence results

2 5. Doppter shift measurements " ' • ' • -

Mean-lives of "K states have recently been measured by several
workers (see Table IV). In order to get an estimate of the mean-
lives of the new high spin states at 5717 and 6474 keV, the
Doppler shifts of the 1 774 and 757 keV lines were measured as a
function of the gas pressure [33]. In this measurement the argon
gas acts both as target for the 14 MeV α-particles and as absorber
for the. γ-radiating, recoiling "K nuclei. The mean-lives of the
levels are in this method compared to the slowing down time of
the recoiling "K nuclei in the gas and by varying the gas pressure
the slowing down time can be varied. If high gas pressures cannot
be reached, only relatively long mean-lives (some hundred ps)
can be measured] The Doppler shifted γ-energy, Eγ, is given by:.

1000:

100:

E, Er(ktV)

2814 28K»—

3597
«126
3943 11;

10 U E«(M«V)

Fig. 3. The yield of certain gamma transitions observed in the " A Γ + a
reaction at Et-10,12 and 14 MeV. Theγ-intensities are normalized lo the
yield of the 2 814 keV transition.

where EOiY is the unshifted γ-energy, vr the velocity of the recoiling
nucleus and 9 the angle of emission of the γ-quantum relative to
the direction of vt. F(x,p) is: the attenuation factor which is a
function of the mean-life, T, and the gas pressure, p, and c is the
velocity of light. .., ~

In the present experiment the γ-radiatibn was observed with a
60 cm' Ge(Li)-detector 9 cm from the target center. The unshifted
γ-ray energy was obtained with the detector at 90°, and the
shifted γ-ray energy was measured at 0° to the beam and in the
pressuie range from 0.2 to 1.0 atm. in steps of 0.2 atm. A radio-
active source was placed near the detector during the measure-
ments in order to detect possible electronic drift in the energy
scale. The full Doppler shift, assumed to correspond to the extra-
polated value at low pressure, was obtained for seven "K Doppler
shifted γ-lines and used to calculate the average velocity of the
recoiling nuclei. The result for the different γ-energies gives the
unique value (0.0087 ±0.0003) c. As seen from Fig, 4 the fraction
of the full Doppler shift remains, within the experimental accuracy,
constant and equal to unity in the pressure range from 0.2 to 1.0
atm. for the 1 774 and 757 keV γ-lines. This indicates that they
originate from states of relatively short mean lives which emit the
γ-radiation before the recoiling "K nucleus has lost so much
velocity that the γ-energy shift at 1 * atm. deviates appreciably
from the full shift at low pressures. By use of a Doppler shift
program [34] for "K ions in argon gas an upper limit of 200 ps
for the mean-lives of the 5 717 and 6474 keV states could be
obtained.

2.6. Angular distributions

The theoretical γ-ray angular distributions for given values of
/(, the spin of the initial level, and Jr, the spin of the final level,
are dependent on the population parameters P(M)ct the magnetic
substates M of the initial level. In this work it has been assumed
that the distribution function is gtunian (width a^:

.2 exp[- —
M-—A
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0.5

o ° o o

0.2 0.4 0.6 a e 1.0 P(alm)

Fig. 4. Plot of Doppler-shift attenuation factor F- ( £ - E,)lätEt versus the
argon (as pressure.

A computer program written for the FDP H computer at our
institute was used, which performed a least-squares fit of the
theoretical angular distributions to the experimental distributions,
and in which o-, in the formula above was varied between 0.10 x J,
and 0.60 x Js in steps of 0.02 x / , . The analysis of the angular
distributions was otherwise carried out in the usual way {35].
With J, given and J, restricted to values between Jt±2 the best
fits of the theoretical distributions to the experimental ones were
found at the minimum values for the quantity:

where AY, is the estimated error in the experimental yield Y, at
the angle 6,. The formulae for the theoretical, distributions W(av,
S, e,) were taken from Rose and Brink [36]. The minima were
located by inspection of plots Q'(A,,at,S) versus arctgo*, where
a is the mixing ratio between the multipolarities L+t and L for
the electromagnetic transitions. To estimate the errors in the
mixing ratios, the intercepts of the QH.Aa, <rp, a) at values of Q' -
Ql given by [37]:

were determined, where ~A,, <rp and ö are the values of A,, o-, and S
at the minimum of Q'(A,, as,G),N is the number of experimental
points, and F(3,JV-3,P) is the F statistical distribution for con-
fidence limit P, which was chosen as 75%.

In this experiment two 60 cm' Ge(Li)-detectors were used, one
of which could be rotated around the target centre, white the
other one was in a fixed position to monitor the reaction. As the
target only approximately can be considered a point source,
calculations were performed to investigate the influence on the
angular distributions of the finite length of the irradiated gas.
The calculations showed that the effect on the results of the
angular-distribution measurement was negligible. The results of
the angular distribution measurement are accounted for in Fig. 5
and Table III. The interpretation is discussed in sec 2.7.

2.7. Summary of results

The 2814 keV state. The angular distribution of the 2 814 keV
transition is consistent with the assignment of spin 7/2 and the
mixing ratio 6XE3/M2) - -0.19 ±0.10 is in good agreement with
the mixing ratio 6 - -0.19 ±0.10 reported by Lopes et al. [20].

Physica Scripta 10 - - -

Fig. SA, Angular distribution dan for γ-transitions from the "Ar(ct,py)>*K
reaction al S , - 14;MeV.

The 3 597 keVstate. Our mixing ratio for the 784 keV line and
a 9/2--7/2- transition, <5~ -0 .8ÎS is not in disagreement with
the value -1.2<S< -0.50 proposed by Lopes et al. [20] for the
same transition. A sharp minimum in the Q'-plot versus arctg å
was found for <5™ -0.5815;» but the minimum (see Fig. 5B)
was somewhat sensitive for small variations in af why this mixing
was not stated in Table IV.

The 3 943 keV state. A close doublet with the energies 3 943
keV (7/2, 9/2, 11/2) and 3 939 keV (<5/2+) has recently been
revealed by Dureil et al. [25] at this excitation energy.. In the
present work only the 3 943 keV level is excited and the branch-
ing from this level shows good agreement with that found by
Dureil et al. [25]. Of the three spin values 7/2, 9/2 and 11/2 pro-
posed for this level, the excitation function clearly favours the
two higher ones. The angular distribution of the 1129 keV
gamma line on the other hand excludes 9/2 from the possible
spin values. This suggests that the 3 943 keV state has spin 11/2.
Positive parity of the 3 943 keV state implies an M2 component
for the 1129 keV transition of >610 W.u. (Weisskopf units)
which gives strong preference for negative parity of this state.
Negative parity is also in agreement with the result of Elbek et
al. [15] from inelastic deuteron scattering where the best fit to
the angular distribution is obtained by assuming an L - 5 transi-
tion.

The 4126 keV state. The 1 313 keV line deexciting this state
shows a negative slope of the yield function which indicates that
the spin value is < 7/2. No definite conclusion could be drawn
from the angular distribution measurements but the spin value
5/2 is one of the possibilities. Of the previous spin assignments
(5/2, 7/2, 9/2) [25] the present work makes 5/2 the most probable
one. If the 4126 keV state corresponds to the level observed at

Table II. Summary of coincidence results

Transition energies in keV. x , coincidence; ( x ), indication of coincidence

Coincidence with

Gate 757 7M 924 1129 1411 1774 2(14

347
757
784-i

924
1 129
1411
1774

X

(x)

(x)
(x)
. X

X

X

(x)
(x)

( x )
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Table III. Angular distribution coefficients, mixing ratios (à) and widths (op) of the assumed Gaussian distribution of the population
of the magnetic substates giving minimum values of Q' (Ac, ap, />)

Transition
energy
(keV) AJA, AJA, J W , Cmin

2 814
1774

1 12»

784

757

347

0.37±O.O3
0.04±0.01

O.34±0.03

0.60+0.04

-0.29±0.04

-0.31 + 0.05

0.01±0.03
0.14±0.01

-O.U + 0.05

0.10±0.06

0.01 ±0.04

-0.03+0.04

7/2 -3/2
13/2-11/2
9/2-11/2

11/2- 7/2
7/2- 7/2

9/2- 7/2

15/2-13/2
11/2-13/2

11/2- 9/2

0.19+0.10

lV~30
4.7+0.8

0.02+0.06
-1.2+0.7

0.04+0.04
-O.U±O.O6

0.05 + 0.05

0.49- 7/2

0.38'13/2
0.21- 9/2
0.30-11/2
0.34- 7/2

0.34- 9/2

0.29'15/2
0.30-11/2

0,29-11/2

4.3

0.63
0.64

3.9
3.9

8.6

4.3
4.3

8.6

4 122 keV by Elbek et al. [15], which is very probable, the parity
is negative as this level has L »3 in inelastic deuleron scattering.

The 4 521 keV state. This siate decays mainly to the 9/2- level
at 3 597 keV. In the recent work by Durell et al. [25] the spin
values 7/2, 9/2 and 11/2 are suggested for this level. These authors
also observe a weak line with the energy S77.7 keV, which, from
energy considerations, may correspond to a branch to the 11/2-
level at 3 943 keV. Also in this work a very weak line is observed
at 576.9 + 1.0 keV (intensity probably «13% of the intensity
from the 4 521 keV level) but its origin could not be certified.
From the yield function, the spin value 9/2 seems most probable,
although 11/2 cannot be ruled out. The angular distribution did
not rule out any of the spin values in Question. Elbek et al. [15]
have observed a state at 4 511 keV with negative parity which
could be the state considered here.

The 4 678 keV state. The observation of a weak line with the
energy 1 864 keV makes probable that the state suggested by
Durell et al. [25J at 4 679 keV with spin values 7/2- (5/2") is
excited as this level deexcües with a line of that energy.

The 5165 keV state. According to refs. [29] and [39] this state
deexcites with gamma lines of the energy 643.3 and 1 221.5 keV.
As gamma lines with these energies are also found in the present
work it is assumed that the 5 165 keV state is excited.

The 5 354 keV state. A new state in "K is suggested at this
energy. The only argument for this suggestion is the observation
of a 1411 keV line in coincidence with the 1 129 keV line which
deexcites the 3 943 keV level. The slope of the 1411 keV line sug-
gests a spin value >7/2 for this state.

The 5 717 keV state. Information from the coincidence measure-
ments makes probable that a new high spin state is situated at
5 717 keV. The lifetime of this state is measured to be less than
200 ps. The angular distribution favours 9/2 and 13/2 as spin
value for the new state, the yield function makes the higher one
more probable.

The 6474 keV state. The slope of the yield function of the
757 keV line, supposed to deexcite the new high spin state at
6 474 keV, is very steep, but at E, - 10 MeV, we are also rather
close to the threshold for the excitation of this state why the

Table IV. Summary of information on states of "K excited in the nAr(a,py)"X reaction at E€ -14 MeV

(keV)
J? (this
(previous works) work) (keV)

Ey
(keV)

Branching
ratio
(%) Mixing, S Lifetime

Muiti-
pola-
rity (W.u.)

2 813.5+1.5

3 597.4+1.5

3 943.1+1.5

4126.4+1.5

4 521.2+1.5

5 716.9±2.5

6474.3+2.5

» Thi» work.

7/2"

9/2-

7/2-9/2-11/2-
125 151

5/2, 7/2, 9/2
[25]

7/2,9/2, 11/2

Fhynca Scripte JO

'••- '"V

1111-

5/2'"'

9/2'"'

U/2 )

13/2

(IS/2)

0

0

2 814

2 814

3 597

2 814

3 597

3 943

3 943

5717

3/2+

3/2+

7/2"

7/2"

9/2-

7/2-

9/2-

11/2-

11/2-

13/2

2 814

3 59»

784

1129

347

1313

924

(577)

1774

757

100

50*

50»

46«

54"

doof

(17)*

<\yf

(100)«

(100)»

-0.19±0.!0 [20]

-0.19+0.10»

-o« + 0 - 3 *
'"•"-1.6

0.02±0.05*

0.05±aOJ*

" - 3 0

0.04±0.04*

79i8ps[27]

59+4 p$ [27J

1.2±0.4p»[25]

100-37
170±45jh[25]

<2eOp*-

E3

M2

E2

Ml

E2

Ml

l-

i),„ M

wm

5 9 + 8.8

0.27±0.04

. +1.3
l a -0 .5

<3-4 t2.6 ) X l°"
2 1 - g 4

„35+0.17

--



upper part of the yield curve is more significant for the spin
value than the iower one. Nevertheless the spin value of this
state musi be high, probably higher than for the 5 717 keV level.
No unique solution could be obtained fer ihe spin value from the
angular distribution but there is a preference for 15/2 and 11/2.
A spin value of 15/2 is suggested considering the slope of the
yield function. The lifetime of the 6 474 keV state is measured
to be less than 200 ps.

The present experiment is not very well suited for detecting
high energy branching from the new 6 474 and 5 717 keV states
to lower high spin states (9/2, 11/2) as the yield of the reaction
is low and the mylar windows of the gas cell contribute with a
high energy y distribution to the background.

3. Discussion

In Fig. 6B the results of the present investigation are summarized.
In view of the large amount of angular momentum brought
into the system it can be expected that the yrast levels are observed
in "K up to an excitation energy of ~6.5 MeV in the present
experiment. It is therefore of interest to compare the position
of the yrast levels as given by calculations to the experimental
results of this work. In Fig. 6A the results of a recent shell model
calculation, iimdc by Muripuu [13], is shown. Only the positions
of levels with J > 7/2- are reproduced. In the calculation the posi-
tion of the first 7/2- state is normalized to its experimental value.
It can be noticed that the shell-model calculation predicts a 13/2-
and two 11/2- states in the energy region of interest here. Inter-
preting the 3 943 keV (11/2-) and the S 717 keV (13/2) states as
corresponding to the yrast levels of these spin values in Maripuu's
calculation, it is observed that the calculated positions are some-
what too low. The calculated position of the first 15/2" level,
however, is at 11.7 MeV.

In a recent work by Wiktor [18], the low-lying energy levels of
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"K are calculated in the intermediate coupling approach in
which the a^-proton hole is coupled to the 2+, 3~ and 5~ core
states of *»Ca (see Fig. 6D). The result of this calculation as
regards states with j > 7/2 is reproduced in Fig. 6 G In the cal-
culation by Wiktor [IS] the 11/2- and 13/2- states overlap at
4.91 MeV. The inclusion of further terms in the wave functions
used by Wiktor will push the levels down and the overlap could
be resolved [18].

It cannot be excluded that one of the new high spin states at
5 717 keV and 6474 keV may have positive parity. Positive
parity states of high spin values could arise from 2p-3h or 4p-5h
excitations [23]. As calculations have shown that deformations
are of importance for such excitations fl9], high spin members
of rotational positive parity bands may have been excited in the
present work. The positive parity states of spins 11/2+ and 13/2+
predicted by the phonon-hole coupling theory should have
energies, as estimated by Wiktor [18], of about 8 MeV.

A sensitive test of nuclear models for "K is the prediction of
transition strengths. Considering core excitations, it can be
expected that transition strengths in n K are influenced by the
strengths of the corresponding transitions between core levels,
in this case "Ca levels. Since magnetic transitions between low-
lying levels violate the isotonic spin selection rule in the self-
conjugate nucleus "Ca, transitions of this type are expected to be
inhibited by a factor of at least 100 [16]. Collective transitions of
E3 type are expected to be enhanced. In Table IV transition
strengths in Weisskopf estimates [40] are stated for some tran-
sitions with known life-times. Giving significance to the quoted
mean values of the transition strengths, they are generally in
agreement with the values within the histograms given in a com-
pilation for A <40 [41]. The E3 strength of the transition between
the 2 814 keV state and the ground state, is S.9 W.u. (the mean
value of the histogram is ~6.4 W.u. [41]) and can be compared
to the recent value of 31 ±3 W.u., given for the 3--*0+
transition in "Ca [42]. The large maximum errors quoted for the

B

E.(M*V) £,(«*) E,(k«V>

6.59-
6.3B-

6.08-

-\vr
-9/2'
-«2-

5.40
526

6474

5717'

<15/2)

4.17

2.9»-
Z82-

J>7/2-

-9/2"
-7/2-foorm)

-Ï2*

_7/r
-9/2-.11/2-.13/2-

-iir kWI-

3903-
373«-

3352- - 0 *

-7T2-

3/2* JSt

19*20

Fig. 6. (A) Results of shell-model performed by Maripuu [I3]«llowin»con-
fifuntions corresponding to a hole in the dtrt. J ^ «nd d^, ib*U wild •
particle in the/,, , «nd/>,„ shell. (B) Decay Kheme from prêtent work. For.

4-74J977

• 0 .
20e«1»

spin «Mi*nmenti M* text aad TaMt IV. <Q Lowtøa* teertr tewh *i
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2*, 3- and 5- con «am o< "Ca. (O) Low-tyfr* • " « » tenia of «Ca.
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E3 transition strength in Table IV are mainly due to the uncer-
tainty in the mixing ratio, but two independent measurements
have given the same mean value «S =• —0.19 why we may have
some confidence in it. The M2 strength, 0.27 W.u., for the same
transition does not exhibit a substantial inhibition (mean value
of histogram 0.31 [41]). Model estimates have been calculated
for the E3 and M2 strengths of the 2 S14 keV transition. In the
core-coupling model [16,24] the strengths are predicted to 0.2S and
9.3 x 10-' W.u. respectively and in the phonon-hole coupling
model [17], the E3 strength is calculated to 2.5 or 9 W.u. respec-
tively depending on the value chosen for the single particle energy
gap b:tween ths l/7/, and ld,,t shell. The core-coupling model
prediction [16, 24] is much too low. It has been pointed out by
Kessel et al. [28] that the underestimate of the E3 decay rate in
the calculation by ref. [16] is due to the interpretation of the
2 814 keV state as arising almost exclusively from 5~ excitation
of the "Ca core. Also in the phonon-hole coupling model [17],
however, the lowest 7/2- state is mostly a tf«, hole coupled to
a 5- vibration [43].

The Ml strength of the 784 keV transition from the 3 597 keV
(9/2-) to the 2 814 keV (7/2-) state is small and the value 3,4 x 10"'
W.u. corresponds to the small values of the histogram for a T-ior-
bidden Ml-transition [41]. In a self-conjugate nucleus like "Ca,
Ar=0 transitions are hindered and the transition rates are
expected to be very small due to the approximate cancellation
of the proton and neutron magnetic moments. As the low-lying
levels of «°Ca have T=0, the reduction of the Ml strength in this
nucleus, here considered as a core, may be reflected in "K. It
would be of interest to compare transition rates using wave-
functions from the recent calculations made by Maripuu [13]
and Wiktor [18] to the experimental values.
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Properties of States in **Ca Excited in the "Ca(oc, 2pn)MCa Réaction.

N. G. ALENIUS, Ö. SKEPPSTEDT and E.

Department of Physio, Chalmert Univertity of Technology • Göteborg

(ricevuto il 10 Settembre 1974)

In Bomc recent publications results concerning high-spin states in 4lC» have been
discuseed. SETH ei ai. (') used the résulte from DWBA analysis of the "Ca(d, p)"Ca
reaction for the proposition of low-lying K*= (3/2)+ and JK* = (3/2)~ rotational bands
with members up to (13/2)+ and (11/2)", respectively. Various heavy-ion induced reac-
tions have led GORODETZKT et a<. (•), BIZIETI et ah (*) and LIEB et al. (*) to propose
high-spin state« (up to 19/2) for a number of states with excitation energie« lower
than 7 MeV. As the spin values from the (d, p) Work (*) are in contradiction with
those from the heavy-ion works {*•*), we found it Worth-while to investigate the *K3a
nucleus by mean« of the "Ca(a, 2pn)41Ca reaction.

The experiment» were performed at the Research Institute for Physics in Stockholm
with the α-particle beam from the 225 cm cyclotron which has a maximum energy of
51 MeV. The target consisted of a thin layer of CaO (natural isotopic composition)
on a mylar foil. Iα the γ-epectrum recorded with an α-particle energy of SI MeV (Fig. 1)
the lines mainly originated from the reactions *>Ca(a, 2pn)«>Ca, "Ca(«, îppKla,
«Ca(a, «p)"K and "Ca(a, o2p)MAr. To find the optimum α-particle energy (51 MeV)
for populating "Ca states, the γ-ray yield as a function of the α-partide energy was
determined. The results for the "Ca line« are shown in Fig. 2, M they also were used
as indications on spin values for the γ-emitting state« (see below). In Fig. 3 the 4ICa
decay scheme as found in this investigation is ahown. The ordering of the γ-rays into
this scheme was based upon a γ-y coincidenoe experiment in which the data from two
60 cm* Ge(Li) detectors Were stored on magnetic tapes (•). In the off-line analysis
of the tapes, contributions from accidental coincidences and from Compton background
to the generated coincidenoe spectra were always corrected for.

The spin and parity assignment« in Fig. 3 are mainly based on our γ-ray angular-
distribution measurement« and lifetime values given in ref. («). In the present work
the angular distributions were analysed in term* of the expansion

(fc even).

(') K. K. Sara, A. Sum. and l<. GRUKWOOD: PAyt. Bet. £*«., M, 551 (ltTJ).
(•) P. QoBOBsraKT, J. J. KouTA, J. W. OuciM, A. R. FouRTi u l K. K. Wuaunov: piø$. am.
Lett., il, 10*7 (1971). . .
(•) P. O. B r a n , A. M. Bmni-SoKi u l p. A. Mom»: LtU. OTM» Otmmi», t, 71» (H7J).
(•) K. P. htn, M. OHMtioKR, J. DJUIK *ud A. H. KLBiimiD: Nuet. Pftyt., H t A, *U (1»74).
(•) J. KowmoKi, Ii. Hiwn-RueoAaL, J. Snàansm «ad Z. P. SAWA: ATI Am. IU». 1.1.S (Mr*).
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PROPERTIES OF STATES IN * J Ca EXCITED IN TID3 " C a f c , 2 p n ) « C a REACTION 619

The ^-coefficients arc dependent on the »pine of initial and final states, on the multipulc
mixing of the γ-radiation «e well as on the alignment of tlio emitting state. The actual
alignment is described by the attenuation coefficients otk, which are defined in ref. (').
In our work the or, values varied between 0.8 and 0.9, implying a very high alignment.
A consistent feature for γ-transitions in this typo of nuclear reaction (H.I., æp; yn j γγ...)

45 51
f.(MeV)

Fis. 2.

6826

5219

3831 3915

3201
3370

40±5

60*5

Cα
Ffr. S.

Tig. 2. - Relative yield of γ-transltiona from tho MCa(a, 2pn)"Ca reaction as • function of the in-
cident α-partlcle energy.

Fir. 3. - Decay scheme of "Ca from tho "Ca(er, 2pn)"C» reaction obierred in this work.

is that J i (spin of initial state) > Jf (spin of final state). Accordingly we have rejected
acceptable solutions with Jt < Jt in tho x'-analysis of the angular-distribution measure-
ment if it also was justified by the yield function for the γ-transition. (A description
of the angular-distribution analysis is found in ref. (').) The results are given in
Table I.

In the prcsect work we identified six excited states the decay of which are shown
in Fig. 1. The threo lowest levels with excitation energies 3201, 3370 and 3831 keV"
have been suggested by SETH «t at. ( l) to be tho (9/2)+, (9/2)" and (11/2)"" members of
K" = (3/2)* and (3/2)~ rotational bands. The %*-test of the angular distribution of the
gamma-ray de-exciting the 3370 keV state to the (7/2)" ground «täte gare the best at
for a mixed quadrupole-octupole transition with a mixing ratio å = 0.34. The life-
time of this state has been measured to 20 ps giving JB2- and Jf2-transition strength*
of 0.31-10-* and 0.11 W.u., respectively. As the JÎ2 strength is much too small and
the M2 strength quite normal, an (ll/2)+ assignment of the 8370keV state is clear. The

(•> T. YAXiZMci: Nucl. Data, J Α , 1 (1M7).
(') K. O. Aranus, S. X. ABmix, 0. S o n r n n ,X. WIIXAUDEK and Z. P. SAW*: JVMM CUmtmte.
«A, 147 (l>71).
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TABLE I. - Transitions in «Ca observed in the «Ca(oc, 2pn)«Ca reaction.

Initial Gamma-ray Final Angular-distribution coefficients Mixing
level energy level TJ~A ~7~T» ratio 6
(keV) (keV) (keV)

Multi- Transition
polarity etrcngth

(W.u.)

3201.1 ± 0.5 3201.1 ± 0.5 0 —0.28 ±0.03 0.05 ±0 .06 El

Ml

0.10ÎÎ' 10"1

0.04Ü:1.;

3369.9 ± 1.0 3369.9 ± 1.0 0.84 ± 0.09 0.17 ± 0.10 —0.34ÎJJJ JT2

£3

0.11Î

« • » o

168.8 ±0.5 3201.1 —0.21 ±0.03 —0.06 i 0.06 -o.05i*:S El

Ml

3831.0 ± 1 . 2 461.1 ± 0 . 5 3369.9 0.40 ±0.02 0.20 ± 0 . 0 3 E2 1.0 ±0.1

3915.3 ±1.2 545.4 ±0.5 3369.9 0.31 ± 0.08 0.02 ±0.10 O.O2Ü;5i El

Ml

o-i9i!:«-io""'

S219.0 ± 1.5

6S2« ± 2

1388.0 ± 1 . 0

1607 ± 2

3831.0

.- 5219

—0.23 ±0.08

(—0.92)

—0.03 ±0 .11

(0.29)

0.024.«

(1.8)

El

(itfl/E2

>0.6

>0.24

!)

•10-»

•10-.

I

I
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PROPERTIES OF STATES IN " C a EXCITED IN THE *°Ca(a, 2 p n ) " C a REACTION 621

angular distributions of the 169 and 3201 koV γ-rays which populate and de-excite
the 3201 koV state show that tho only possible spin of this state is 9/2. Its lifetime
has been measured to 27 fa, which gives the 3201 keV transition an El or Ml strength
which both are normal in this mass region. The El and Ml strengths of the 169 keV
transition have also valuce normal for this mass region, making a parity assignment
for tho 320] keV state impossible from our data.

The x'-test for tho 461 koV γ-ray de-exciting the 3831 koV state gave tho best fit
for a 15/2-* 11/2 pure quadrupole transition. With a lifetime of 4.4ns of the 3831 keV
state tho E2 strength for the 461 koV transition will be 1.0 W.u. and the Mi strength
42 W.u. SETH et al. (*) have proposed this state as being the (11/2)"* member of a
Kn— (3/2)" rotational band. Our x'-test gave also acceptable fit for a 11/2-11/2 transi-
tion with alarge quadrupolc admixture, which would give an 3f2 strength of w 20 W.u.
which seems quite too large. Accordingly (15/2)+ for the 3831 keV state is adopted.
Above these states three levels with energies 3916, 5219 and 6826 keV were found.
The angular distributions show that these states should hare spin 13/2, 17/2 and 19/2,
respectively. The 13/2 and 17/2 states are de-excited by pure dipole radiation. The El
and Ml strengths given in Table I for the two transitions do not allow any statement
about parity.

As the 1607 koV line corresponding to the de-exoitation of the 326 keV state is
dieturbed in the γ-spoctra by the close 1611 keV nAr line, its angular distribution was
difficult to determine. The AJA, and S values given in Table I must therefore be con-
sidered as very tentative ones. However, we do not estimate the uncertainties to be so
large to allow tho transition to be of pure dipole character.

^*--^M .- . l ' A
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Structure of "Oa from the i0Ar(a, ny^'Ca Reaction (').

N. G. ATÆNIUS, 8. E. ABNELL, Ö. SKEPPSTEBT and B. WALLANDER

Oluxhmre university of Technology - Göteborg

Z. P. SAWA

Research Iiuitittiic for Phyvics - Stockholm

(licovuto 1'8 Ottobto 1U71)

• X

Summary. — The properties of some excited states of *'Ca formed in
the <0Ar(a, nY)43Ca reaction at 13.6 MeV incident energy hare been
studied by means of γ-ray spectroscopy. The γ-ray decay modes of high-
spin states below 3.37 HeV have been obtained from single and coinci-
dence spectra using Go(Li) detectors. Spin values are proposed for the
states at 1678 keV, V7"»209* k e V > I'"'- 2 2 * 9 k e V . $'"*.a n d 2 7 S 5 k e V ' ¥ ' " ' •
Tho possibility is discussed of a J " = f+ rotational band, consisting cf
states at 980, 1395, 1902, 2410, 2952 and 3372 keV.

1. - Introduction.

The theoretical and experimental situation as regards the l/ { nuclei has
recently been reviewed by Biooi and MATJBENZIG (•). Of special interest in
this mass region is the spectrum of the (l/})±5 configuration consisting of levels
with spin values f", f~, 1", •»", V » •¥•". One of the nuclei expected to show
this spectrum is «Ca.with three neutrons, outside the double-magic «Ca core.

Positive-parity-states aro observed at relatively low excitation energies 1 -

(') To speed up publication, tho authors of this paper have agreed to not receivo tho
proofs for correction.
(') E. A, RICCI and P. B. MADBENZIG: Riv. Kuovo Gimento,l, 291 (1969). .

' - ' • " • ' " '.. - • - ; '• • 1 4 7
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in «C». These states can only bo explained by tlie excitation of an odd number
of core particles, for instance from tho Wj and 2,?j orbitale. Recently inves-
tigations of the nuclei "Sc, "Sc, *ST: and "V (2"7) have revealed the existence
of l'otittionallike bands based upon the ld{ hole excitation, which appears
us the lowest î -state in these nuclei. In 43Ca this state lias an excitation energy
of 0.99 MeV.

Excitation energies for the levels in «Ca are known from the *2Ca(d, p),
"Ca(p, d), «Ca(d,t), "Ca(d,d'), 43Ca(p,p') and «K(»He,p) roaetions (••»).
Information on y transitions from excited states in "Ca is available from studies
of the «Ca(n, y) and "Ca(p, p'y) reactions ("») and of the ß decay of «K ("•»).
In some cases the investigations montioned above have allowed spin and parity

(2) Z. P. SAWA: API 1969, Ann. Rep. 3.2.7.
(*) J . EOWKACKI, L.^HARKS-EWGDAHI., J . SZTARKIBB and Z. P. S AWA: AFI 1970,

Ann. Kop. 3.2.8.
(*) G. C. BAU., J . S. FÖRSTER, F . INGEBBETSEN and C. F . MONAHAN : Canad. Journ.

Phys., 48, 2735 (1970).
(*) P . BLASI, T. F , FAZZINI, P. E. HAURENZIG, N. TACCETTI and E. A. Ricci: Nuovo

Gimento, 68A, 49 (1970).
(») P. BLASI, M. MOEANDO, P. E. MAUHBNZIG and N. TACOEITI: Lett. Nuovo Cimento,
2, 63 (1971).
(') F . BLASI, M. MAKD6, P. E. MAIHIENZIO and N. TACCETXI : SVOVO Gimento, 4A,

61 (1971).
(8) C. M. BRAAMS: Thesis, TTnivereity of Utrecht (1966).
(») C. M. BBAAHS: Phys. See., 105, 1023 (1957).
(10) C. K. BOCXELMAN, C. M. BKAAHS, C. P. BROWN, W. W. BÜECHNER, R. D. SHARP

and A. SPEKDUIO: Phys. Bev., 107, 176 (1957).
(") W. E. DOBEKBUSCH, T. A. B E I O I B and O. HANSEN: Phys. Bev., 146, 734 (1966).

(") T. W. CANLON, B. F . BATMAN and E. KASHT: Phys, Sev., 144, 941 (1966).

(») S. M. SMITH, A. M. BERNSTEIN and M. E. EICKET : Nvcl, Phys., 113 A, 303 (1968).
(") J . l>. TNTEMA: Pkjft. Sev., 186, 1144 (1969).
(u) T. A. BELOTE, J . H. BJ^RKEGAARD, O. HANSEN and G. E. SATCHLER: Phys. Rev.,

138, B 1067 (1966).
(") W. K. DOBENBÜSCH, F . T. DAO, J. EAPAPORT and T. A.' BELOTE: Phys. [Zelt.,

26 B, 148 (1968).
(") H. GRÜPPELAAR, A. M. F . OP DEN KAMP and A. If. J . SPIT«: 2fuel. Phys., 131A,

180 (1969).
(ls) S. E. ASNEIX, R. HARDELL, Ö. SIEPPSTEDT and E. WALLANDER.- Neutron, capture

•(•ray spectroscopy, in Proceedings of the International Symposium on Neutron Capture
•f-Bay Spectroscopy, Studsvik, Sweden, 11-15 August 1969 (Vienna, 1969), p . 231.
(") G. CHASMAN, K. W. JONES and E. A. RISTINEN: Phys. Bev., 169, 911 (1968).

(">) H. GRUFPELAAR and P. J . M. SKULDERS: in unpublished.proceedings from the
Fifth Nordic-DtUeh Accelerator Symposium, Ebeltoft, Denmark, May 18-22, 1971.
(n) C. M. LEDERER, J . H. HoLLAHDER and I. PÉRIMAIT: Table of Isotopes (New
York, 1967). :
(") H. W. TATLOR, J . D. KINO, H. INO and E. J . Cox: Gonad. Journ. Phys., 47,
1639 (1969).
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assignments. There are a few works on lifotime determinations of the excited
states in «Ca ("••»•«»).

Besides the |~ ground state, the f " and f states of the (l/ t)
3 configuration

have been located as the first and second excited levels. The position of the
V~ level at 1.08 MeV is also very probable. Concerning the | ~ and -V1" states
the situation is still open. One of the main purposes of this work was a search
for the missing $" and xf~ states in "Ca. The MAr(a, ny)<aCa reaction was
thought to be suitable for this purpose, as the excitation of high-spin states
is very probable in (a, n) reactions.

2. - Experimental method.

A perspcx gas cell containing natural argon gas at a pressure of 1 atm
was bombarded with α-particles from the 80 cm cyclotron at the Beseareti
Institute for Physics in Stockholm. Before impinging on the gas cell, which
was supplied with 1.5 mg/cm2 entrance and exit inylar windows at a separa-
tion distance of 10 mm, the beam passed a lead collimator with a diameter
of 3 mm. The foils were found to resist continuous irradiation with beam
currents of around 2 nA for about four hours without cracking. In this type
of experiment the 80 keV inherent spread of the a. beam increased by beam
straggling is of advantage for averaging the resonances of the compound states.
The 13.5 MeV bombarding energy is not far above the Coulomb barrier for the
reaction and accordingly one can expect considerable changes of the distribu-
tion of angular momentum for the compound state if the a energy is lowered
1 or 2 MeV. As the energy of the outgoing beam from the cyclotron is Used,
this had to be performed by inserting absorbers in the beam passage.

For γ-ray counting two Ortec coaxial Ga(Li) detectors with active volumes
of 43 cm* were employed, both with a resolution of about 3keV (FWHM)
for J7T = 1.3MeV. The electronic equipment for recording single y spectra,
consisted of Ortec 120 preamplifiers, Ortec 461 main amplifiers, one Laben
FC60 ADC, one Laben 8211 ADC and two Intertechnique BM96 memory units.

Energy calibration was performed by irradiating the detector with the γ-rays
from radioactive sources at the Bame time as single γ spectra from the reaction
were recorded, with the detector positioned at 90° with respect to the beam.

(") D. B. FASSAN and A. K. POLETTI: Phy*. Lett., 24B, 38 (1967).
<M) B. E. HoiLAM> ana F. J. LTNCH: Phyt. Btv. 0,2, 136S (1970).
(») N. SCHUMZ, J. C. MEBDINOER and B. W. KAVANAQH: Bull. Am. PAy*. 8oe., 15,

694 (1970).

IZfc
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A relative efficiency for one of the detectors was obtained by taking spectra
from a number of radioactive sources with well-known y intensities, placed in
tho target position. This efficiency curve was then used in the intensity deter-
mination, whero the number of counts in the peak, of a certain y transition
were summed from spectra recorded in the angular-distribution measurement.

For YY coincidence measurement the system with the computer TBASK
on-Jino developed at the Jîesearch Institute for Physics.{*••") was used. The
resolving time of the coincidence circuit, which was of the conventional zero-
cross-over type, was set to 70 ns.

The angular distribution of the gamma transitions was measured with
one of the Ga(Li) detectors placed at a distance of 12.5 cm from the target.
The target chamber was symmetrical about the axis of rotation except for
the beam direction. The distributions of the 1077, 1678, 2094 and 2249 keV
transitions were1 obtained from the single spectra observed at angles 0", 24°,
35°, 45°, 64°, 66° and 00° to the a beam. Tho other Ge(Li) detector, set at
a fixed angle, monitored the yield of the reaction.

3. - Results.

3*1. Single y spectra. - A single y spectrum taken in the 90° geometry is
shown in Fig. 1. Most of the y transitions could be identified as originating
from the «Ar(a, ny^'Ca reactions (Ç-value — 2.3 MeV). The MAr(«, <x'y) reac-
tion, however, was supposed to be the source for the broad distribution around
1459keV. .The relatively strong peaks at 439keV and 738 keV together with
a few Tery weak lines could not be fitted in the «Ca decay scheme, or identified
as belonging to the background, which was carefully investigated by a irra-
diation of the evacuated gas cell. A possible origin of these unidentified y lines
is the competing "Ar(a, PY)**K reaction {Q-value — 3.3 MeV). The energies
and intensities of the "Ca y transitions are listed in Table I. In this Table
and in the decay scheme there are two y transitions, earlier reported by
GRTJPPEIIAAS ("), with the energies 507 and 508 ieV, which are hidden in the
strong annihilation radiation peak in our single spectrum. The energy values
and the branching ratios for the corresponding levels are taken from the work
by QRVPPELAAR ("). Our coincidence experiment described in Subsect. 3'3,
did nat exclude the existence of these two transitions.

« I

(") K. AoEHBD, M. ANDERSSON, B. JANSSON, L. HABMS-KINGDAL and J. SCTAKKTEK:

AFI1970, Ann. Kep. 3.7.6.
(") L. HJBRTMAN: AFI 1870, Ann. Kep. 3.7.4.
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ÏABDB I. - Energy levels and y transitions observed in the uAr(«, nyJ'KIa reaction.

Initial Final Energy
lovol level (koV)
(ko\r) (keV)

Inten-
sity
(relative
unite)

Branching ratios

(a, ny) (p, P'Y)
this rof.
work (*>)

(p> P'Y
ref.

(")

) (a> Y)
ref.

(")

(n> Y)
ref.
p i

372.9 ±0.5

593.4±0.6

990.4 ±0.5

0

0

372.9

372.9

593.4

372.9±0.5

593.5±0.S

220.3 ±0.6

617.5 ±0.8

397.2 ±0.8

60.9

9.12

5.38

14.4

2.04

100

63

37

100

67

33

87

13

100

11

23

78

22

100

68

32

90

10

100

70

30

78

22

1394.8±0.5 372.8 1021.9±1.0 14.0 74 81 78

693.4 802.0±1.0 1.79

1902.1 ±1.0 1901.9±1.5 12.4 70 100

990.4 912.0±1.0 2.43 13

1394.8 ~507 17

1931.2±1.0 0 1931.2±2.O 2.13 58 100

372.9 1559.2 ±2.0 2.34 33

2066.9±2.0

372.9 20

75

1878.0±1.5

990.4

0

1394.0

404.4±0.5

1678.0±1.6

3.23

53.4

17

100

14

100

I β

>67

< 3 3

25

1984.8±1.5

2046.2±2.0

593.4

0

0

1984.8±1.5

2046.2 ±2.0

3.15

1.21

100

9

63

100

C13 65

372.9

593.4

990.4

1394.8

0 2066.9 ±2.0 6.97
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TABLE I (continued).
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Initial
lovol
(keV)

Final
level
(koV)

Energy
, (keV)

Inten- Brancliing ratios
sity
(relative («.nY) (P.P'Y) (P.P'Y) (>»,Y) (n

unite) tt"8 r e ^ r°f- r e ^ r e

- ( M ) (») (»jwork (")

2094.2±1.5

2249.2 ±1.5

2410.0±1.0

0

0

372.9

990.4

1678.0

0

1394.8

2094.2±l.6

2249.0±1.5

1876.6±2.0

2409.6±2.0

ioie:4±i.s

15.6

9.4S

2.83

7.06

7.14

100 100

80

17

3

45

44

100

44

66

1902.1 ~C08 11

2754.5±2.0 1678.0 1076.5±I.O 16.7 100

2951.8±1.0

3372.2±1.0

1902.1

2094.2

2410.0

1678.0

2410.0

2754.5

I049.4±1.5

867.8±1.0

541.7±1.0

1694.8 ±2.0

962.1 ±1.0

617.5±0.5

2.57

7.95

1.70

1.60

3.30

14.4

21

66

14

20

41

13

2951.7 419.7 ±0.8 2.04 26

3'2. Yield functions. — To obtain an estimate of the spins of the states,
which are excited in the reaction, the relative intensities of the y transitions
were investigated at Ea fa 9.5, 11.5 and 13.5MeV. The results for.some.of
the transitions are shown in Fig. 2. As the Coulomb barrier for the reaction
is not far below the α-particle energy used, the population of low-lying high-
spin states iß supposed to decrease, when the bombarding energy is reduced,
since the population of a high-spin state is dependent on whether a sufficient
amount of orbital momentum is present in the entrance channel. Consequently,
the intensity of a y transition from a high-spin state should decrease compared
to a transition from à low-spin state} when the energy of the α-particles is
reduced from 13.5 to 9.5 MeV. The largest change of intensity ig displayed
by the 1077 keV γ-ray, which is. one of the most intense transition« at

" . i ; ' ; ^ • .i ^"•gt—*?y*"»*'

" ^ I P T Ç V ^ S * 1 -~_Sç=J5*g=r v , • ..-^ïgs .•"».
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Ua sa 13.5 MeV, which was not roported earlier. Other transitions, which for
this reason can bo assumed to de-excite high-spin statos, have the energies
542, 420, 858, 962, 572 and J678keV.

9.5 , , r 11.5 . . - Mev 13.5

Fig. 2. - Eelatiye intensity of some of the t transitions from the **Ai(a, nT
reaction as a function of incident α-particle energy. The yield of transitions from high-,
spin states is expected to increaee, when the bombarding energy ie increased, at s higher
rate than transitions from states with a lowor spin. /

3'3. Yγ coincidence. - l a the yy coincidence experiment with the computer
on line, a 12 h run was made. The-total number .of registered coincidences
was 3.5 -lö». In the off-line analysis 44 gates were set digitally, 22 of which
were set on peaks and the others quite near the peaks, so that the background
could be subtracted. In Fig. 3 some of the spectra which were most valuable i;i
clarifying the «Ca decay scheme in Fig. 5 are shown. Table I I suiïiis;.r;*cs the
coincidence results. , , ' ; • " • •
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TABLE II . - Summary of coincidence results. Transition ar« energies given in keV. x : certain coincidence, ( x ) : almost certain coinci-
dence, 1 : weak indication of coincidence.

Gate

220.3

372.9

397.2

404.4

419.7

641.7

671.8

593.5

617.5

857.8

912.0

962.1

1051.4

1021.9

1076.5

1678.0

2094.2

Coincidence with

220.3 372.9 397.2

X

X

(x) t

X X

X

X

t

X

X

404.4

X

X

X

X

X

419.7

X

(X)

X

X

507 -=r
-r508

1

t

(X)
1

(X)

(X)

541.7 571.8

X

(X)

(x)

(x)

1 (x)

593.5 617.5

X
X

X

X

X

X

802.0 857.8 962.1

X

(X)

X

! t

*

(X)

t

X

1015.4 1021.9 1076.5 1678.0 1694.8 2094.2

X X

X

(X)

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

x t

1
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KX)
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X»

9OH167B0

6175 pnlt1C76.5 SI40

K , v . . > : ^ A . . l ' . • - - ..•••.•• . I

167» 0

10000

F(keV)

Fig. 3. - Some coincidence spectra from the Yγ coincidence measurement with the
computer on-line. Background is subtracted. The lowest spectrum is a sum of all
coincidence events in one of the detectors.
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3'4, Angular distributions. - I t has been found (") that residual statee which
are formed in («, p) and («, n) reactions at E€ en 14 MoV on medium weight,
spin-zero target nuclei are appreciably aligned. Furthermore all states with the
same spin are almost equally aligned provided no isomeric states are precursors.
The theoretical angular distributions for given values of Jlt the spin of the
initial level, and </„ the spin of the final level, are dopendent on the population
parameters P(M) of the magnetic substates M of the initial level. In this
work it has been assumed that the distribution function is Gaussian:

Jf{ M) =

A computer program was used, which performed a least-squares fit of the
theoretical angular distributions to the experimental distributions, and in
which <r, in the formula above was varied between 0.25 and 5.00 in steps
of 0.25. The analysis of the angular distributions was otherwise carried out
in the usual way. With Jf given and Jt restricted to values between </,±2,
the best fits of the theoretical distributions, to the experimental distribution
were found at the minimum for the quantity

ü""'-f (AT,)'

where A J , is the estimated error in the experimental yield Ts at the ahgle 0{.
The formulae for the theoretical distributions W{a,, 6,6,) were taken from
EOSB and BEINE (*'). The minima were located by inspection of plots

TABIÆ III. - Mixing ratio» (<?) and width» (<r,) of the aitumed Gauttian dittribution of
the population of the magnetic tubtiate» giving minimum value» of Q'lAf, o,, 6).

Transition
energy (keV) .

1076.6

1678.0

2094.2

2249.0

J, - J ,

15/2 - 11/2

11/2 -11/2

11/2- 7/2

7/2- 7/2

9/2- 7/2

9/2- 7/2

5/2- 7/2

i

— 1.04iî;}ï
0.06iJ*

— l,37ij;g
1.07ÎJ1Î

-i.eo+t5

0.33-15/2

0.36-U/2

0.36-1172

. 0.36- 7/2

0.22- 9/2

0.33- 8/2

0.20- fi/2

4.02

4.20

2.76

2.95

3.24

0.47

1.99

(>s) Z. P. SAWA: Proceeding! of the Conference on (he Structure of Iff Nuclei, Legnaro,
Padova, April 13-21, 1911 (Bo!ngna), in pré«.
('•) H. .1. Boss and D. M. Bitraix: Bev. Mod. Phyi., 39, 306 (1907).

^β -4-
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Fig. i. - The 40Ar(a, ny)*»Ca f ,ngular-distribution data and Ç'flte (see text) for the y
transitions with the energies 1678, 2094, 2249 «id 1077 keV. The lowest four Figures
show the experimental point« from the angular-distribution exporiment with their
estimated orrors. The full lino« show the theoretical distribution« for the parameters
giving <£,„= a) 1077 keV,JF= 11/2; O JI=7/2, x J Z = 9 / 2 , + ,71=11/2, A «71 =
= 13/2, o 31 =15/2. &) 1678 keV, «7F=7/2; o 31 = 3/2, x JI=.«/2, + 31 = 7/2,
A JT=9/2, o 31=11/2. e) 2094keV, 3F = 7/2; o ,71 = 8/2, x J I = 5/2, + JZ = 7/2,
A , W = 9 / 2 , o«7J = U/2. d) 2249 keV,JJ = 7/2; O JJ = 3/2, x J I = e/2, + J i = 7ft
a«W = 9/2, o«7J = l l /2 . e) 1077keV, 15/2-11/2. /) ie73keV, 11/2-7/2. ø) 2094keV,
3/2-7/2. *) 2294 keV, 9/2-7/2. , , i- -
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<?-'(̂ o, oP, <5) vtt. aretg<5, where ô is the mixing ratio of the nniltipolai'ities
L H-1 and L for the ok'ctromagnetic transitions.

The mixing ratios ô and the values of aP giving minimum values of
Q-(A0, av, 6) for the four transitions are given in Table III . To estimate the
errors in the mixing ratio, the intercepts of the Q"{At, ap, ô) at values of
Q"- = Ql given by (»)

Ql = Ç'(Z>, 5 , , S) S, 2V - 3,

m m determined, where A*, Sv and S are the values of Ao, ar and ô at the
niiniimnn oJ Q"-{A0, ap, ô), sind JP(3, .F—3, P) is the F statistical distribution
for contiili'iHM' limit /'. which was chosen »H 75%. We note that the »„-values
IUUMI in Tutoie III all- vlos« to llii' vului' a,, s« 0.3•«/,, fouutt earlier for other
1/j-shell nuclei (").

As the target only approximately can be considered a point source, cal-
culations were performed to investigate the influence on the angular distribu-
tions of the finite length of the irradiated gas. The calculations showed that
the effect on the results of the angular-distribution measurement was negli-
gible.

The result of the analysis for four of the transitions is shown in Fig.' 4.
The final level for the 1678 keV, 2094 keV and 2249 keV transitions is the |~
ground state, while the 1077 ke"V transition, terminates on the 1678 keV level,
which has been proposed to have </"==V~(")- The result of the analysis
for the 1678 keV transition supports this assignment, although J = | cannot
be excluded on the basis of the angular distribution alone. For the 2094 keV
and 2249 keV transitions, the J = f assignment is more obvious. If j=^
is adopted for the 1678 keV state, the distribution of the 1077 keV transition
gives the possibilities J = *£- and «/•==•¥ for the 2755 keV level." The assign- •--
ment of J = x£ for the 1678 keV state and of J = ^ for the 2765 këV state ;

is discussed in Sect. 4.

1 -•'-

4. - Discussion.

The results from the present work are summarized in Table I and in the
decay scheme (Pig. 5), which is rather firmly established from the coincidence
experiment (Table II). As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the main
purposes of this investigation was a search for high-spin negative-parity states.
The state at 1678 keV has earlier been proposed to have J" = V1"*'("), and
the results from this work strongly support'this assignments The angular

D. CUNE and P. M. S. LESSER: Nucl. Italr. Meth., 82, 291 (1970).

— f
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3372.2
20 « 13 26 /13'

2951.8-
21 65

2V54.5-

2 4 1 0 0 -
2249.2^
20942

2046 2-

1678.0
T I r i i

70 13 17 Sβ 52

1394.8-

990.4
a) 87 13

593.4 -

372.9 -

0 -

(il

-ff)

-(f)

• ( «

Pig. 5. - Decay scheme of «Ca from this study of the *°Ar(a, nv)Wa reaction,
a) Branching for the level is taken from ref.(f>). b)M the.ei7.SkeV line de-excites
both the 990 keV and the 3372 koV states, the following procedure was used for deter-
mining the branching ratio : first, the part of the intensity of the 617.6 keV line belonging
to the de-exeitation of the 990 keV state was deduced, by means of the branching
given ratio in ret (M). The rest of the intensity was then supposed to de-exeifes the
3372 keV level. . .

distribution of the 1678 keV transition leaves the choice between a J-+}
and an V->-f transition open, but the behaviour of the intensity of the
1678 keV transition as a function of the α-particle energy, illustrated in
Fig. 2, makes the i -* î possibility lees probable. In the following the ¥•"
assignment is assumed established. -

'?: :>:-:K.;V

! " ! •
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The 2755 keV state is de-excited by a 1077 keV transition to the 1678 keV
level. The angular distribution for this transition cannot distinguish between
J = V or Y for the 2755 keV level, but the excitation function strongly
favours the higher spin value. Furthermore, the lack of a ground-state transi-
tion suggests j>^. The experiment does not allow the determination of
the parity of the state, however the comparison in Fig. 6 of "Ca to "V
and MMn, which also have the (1/j)*' configuration, makes it probable that
the 2755 keV state has J" = V » the highest attainable spin from the (l/})

a

configuration. The angular distributions also allowed j = 1. assignments to
the levels at 2094 keV and 2249 keV. Concerning the parity of these two levels
there are contradictory statements in the literature. However, the two states
decay to negative-parity states, and as there is a tendency in «Ca (i0) that
negative parity states decay only to other states with negative parity, there
is some probability that the two states have negative parity.

There are two low-lying states in «Ca, which are known to have positive
parity, i.e. the (states at 990 keV and 1395 keV. The 990 keV state is sup-
posed to be the Id, hole excitation, thus J" = | + . LINDQVIST (31) has in an
angular correlation experiment determined the 1395 keV level to have J" = f+

15"

9"
2
3"

i r

9"
2

9"
2

3"
2

!T
2

s

?.'

15
2
3"
2

9"

11"
2

r
04.

7-

Fife'. C. - Negative-parity «Utes in the <I/j)*J nuetei ÎJCa«, JlV„ and £Mns»- Tho
data for "Ca. »ro from (be pnuKint work, for "V froir. rof. (") and lor MMn from ref. {").

H •'•

i ;

T. LlKDÇVtS!-: Ark. Fg».. 32, 495 (1967).
I!. N. UoKOSiisfi, x>. CUSB and V. M. 3. Lessee: Nvct.
55. P. SAW»; An m o , Ann. Rep. 3.2;?.

, 149 A, 662 (1970).
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i i

or f+, and the results from the (d, p) reaction (") and the (p, d) reaction (ls)
give also a f+ or f+ assignment. Assuming the 1395 keV state to have
t/""1 = f+, we tentatively propose positive parity and spins from f up to ^
for the states at 1902, 2410, 2952 and 3372 keV. This assignment of a sequence
of positive-parity states givee a consistent interpretation of the y decay of
the levels involved. The investigation of the yield fanetions for the -various
y transitions shown in Kg. 2 is in favour of this picture. More support for this
interpretation is obtained from Kg. 7, where the excitation energies of these

Pig. 7. - Comparison between the plota of the excitation energy of states with spin J
vs. J(J+ 1) of the proposed J* = %+ bande in «Ca and other I/j nuclei. The data
for «So are taken from ref. (4), for «Sc from ref. (*1, for «Ti from ref. (»•»•) and for 49V
from ref. (').

proposed positive-parity states have been plotted vs. J(J + 1), and the result
is compared to other nuclei in the l / } region, in which positive-parity bands
have been proposed. Thus there are reasons to suggest a rotational-like band
based upon the l<?, hole excitation at 990.4 keV and with the members
1395 keV (|+), 1902 keV (f+), 2410 keV (|+), 2952 keV f1»1"1") and 3372 keV (¥+) .
The coincidence experiment gave some evidence for the 572 keV transition in
Fig. 1 to feed the 3372 keV level, implying a high-spin state at an excitation
energy 3954 keV. This state could possibly be the ̂  member of the positive-
parity band, but the lack of an JB2 cross-over transition to the ^ + state at
2952 keV, which should have the energy 1002 keV, is disturbing and the possible
3954 keV state has not been included in the level scheme.

We are grateful to the cyclotron crew for help with the machine operation.

(M) J. KOWNACKI: private communication.
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• R I A S S U N T O (•)

Si sono studiati, per mezzo della spettroscopia a taggi y, le proprietà di alcuni stati
ecisitati del "Ca formati nella reazione "Ar{<*, nv)MCa a 13.6 MeV di energia incidente.
Si sono ottenuti i modi di deoadimento dei raggi Y dogUetatidi epinelevato al di sotto
di 3.37 MeV dogli epettri dei singoli e di coinoidenza per mezzo di rivelatori al Ge(Li).
Si propongono i valori di Bpin degli stati a 1078 keV, *£~, 2094 keV, $'"', 2249 keV, f*"',
e 2755 keV, ^•'~>. Si disoute la possibilità di una banda rotazionale <7*=§+ coneistnte
degU Btati a 990. 1395, 1902, 2410, 2952 e 3372 keV.

(*) Tmduzione a cura della Sedazione.

Orpyiaypa 4SCa, ncxojv m peaKiom *aAi(a, ny)«Ca.

Fe3ioMe (*). — C noMombio y-nysieBofi cneKrpocKonHH 6 u n n
HeKOTopwx BO36y3tyjeHHbix COCTOHHHÖ 4SCa, o6pa30BaHHoro B
40Ar(a, n-^^Ca npH HaianbHoft 3HeprHH 13.5 MsB. γ-nyieeue M O A U pacna^oB COOTO-
smnS c 6onbwuM CUBHOM muse 3.37 MaB 6tuiH n o n y i e i n t H3 oTAentRoro cneKTpa

a , n o 3 y G ( ) Ä p p a a flyme 3
cnrøoB um COCTOHHHK npn 1678K3B, V- '" ' , 2094 K3B, f~\ 2249 KaB, %(~\ H 2755 KSB,
if-<~\ OScyamaeTca BO3Mo%RocTb poTauHOHHoS 3 O H U J " = | + , cocToaweK H 3 COCTO-

990, 1395, 1902, 2410, 2952 H 3372 røB.

(") [Jepeecdeiio pedaKifueä.

h <"
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Structure of MMn from the MCr(p, ny)MMn

and 5lV(a, ny)MMn Reactions.

N. G. ALENIUS, S. E. ARNELL, B. SELIN and O. SXANKIBWICZ

Chalmem University of Technology • Göteborg

{ricevuto il 21 Ottobre 1974)

Summary. — The properties of excited states of "Mn formed in the
MCr(p, ny)MMn reaction ut 3.0 to 4.3 MeV incident-proton energy and
in tlie "V(a, uy)ä<Mn réaction at 7 to IS MeV incident α-energy have
been studied by means of γ-ray spectroscopy. From measurement» of
yield function» und angular distributions «pin assignments of 6 and 5
are proposed for. tù.: '073 and 1173 kcV .states. Xcw high-spin states
are found at 178-1 keV (7*), 1925 keV (7), 285GkeV (8), 3237 keV (8, 9)
and 3244 keV (9+). The new high-spin states are interpreted as spherical
positive-parity state« predicted by shell theory based on configurations
outside the <eCa corn coexisting with states resulting from a breaking
of the "Ca neutron core. Thé positions of the states considered as
bulonging to the former group agree well with theoretical predictions.
The states considered to be associated with the breaking of the neutron
core follow the J(J + I)-rulo.

•>' ' t

1. - Introduction (*).

The low-energy structure of the doubly odd nucleus „Mn,, with one neutron
outside the clewed / } neutron shell has been the subject of several theoretical
calculations within the she« model description (»•). Theoretical predictions

(*) A preliminary account of this work has been given an AFI Annual Heport 1973.
and Annual Report 1973, Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, Uppsala.
<>) J. VERVIKB: A'«C/. Phy$., 78, 497 (1906).
(') H. OIIM;MA: Jfacl. Phy$., «8. 273 (19U6).
(*) II- HOWE and K. OOAWA: Prog. Theor. Phyt., 46, 439 (1971), *md prirat»
couimuiiicutiou.
(') F. Pi,n.KGKixi: A'Kffl-o Ciniento, 4311, 170 (1960).
(') E. OSNES: in The Sitruelmt of 1/j Xucki, edited by K. A. Kicci (Bologna, 1071),
p. 71).
(•) M. GMWBO, A. KIJIWI and T. WSBEK: NUOVO Cimenta, ISA, 528(1973).
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based on the (/^"'-configuration for the protons and (2j>j, 2pif 1/^-configurations
for the neutron outside the °Ca core reproduce well five low-lying excited states.
In order to decide which shell model configurations are responsible for the nuclear
structure of "Mn at higher excitation, energy, more experimental information is
needed. In the present investigation we try to get a more complete picture
of the level structure by a study of two complementary reactions leading to "J in.

The "Cr(p, aY)"Mn reaction excites at moderate proton energies in a non-
selective way levels in S4Mn up to relatively high spin values (< 6). No re-
strictions occur in the population of levels, in contrast with certain other par-
ticle reactions, provided sufficient amounts of energy and angular momentum
are transferred. The negative Q value of the (p, n) reaction allows successive
levels of "Mu to be populated by varying the proton energy in small steps and
thereby the excitation energy in S4Mn. By noting the first appearance of the
de-exciting γ-radiation, information is obtained about the position of the
γ-ray in the level scheme.

In order to excite high-spin states of ••Mn the $1V(œ, ̂ )s«Mn reaction has
been studied at Ex= 7-f-löMeV. At these energies the reaction mechanism
should predominantly lead to compound nucleus formation and it can be sup-
posed that all low-lying high-spin states in JOIu are populated regardless of
the configuration. At the high α-energics large amounts of angular momentum
are transferred to "AIn in a highly excited state. A study of the γ-de-
excitation process will reveal the yrast levels of s*Mn, i.e. the lowest-lying levels
of given spins. The position of the yrast levels can then be compared, to the
calculated position of such states.

By the use of both the (p,Uγ) and the (a, ny); réactions in the present work
one can thus expect that the majority'of the low-lying levels in "Mn are excited
with reasonable intensity irrespective of spin value and furthermore at higher
excitation energies, that the positions of the yrast level are found. Excitation
energies for levels'-in "Jin are previously known from the two-nucleon transfer
reactions ,s'Fe(d, a)"Mn ('•") and «Crf.'He, p)"Mn (•). Proton transfer has been
studied by the 53Cr(sHe, d)"JIn (») reaction and neutron pick-up by the
"Mn(p, d)5OIn <10) and «Mn(d, t)"JIn {"•") reactions. Information on γ-tran-

(') J . H. BjEBREGAARD, P. F. DAHL, O. HASSEN and G. SIDENIUS: Nuci. Phys., 51,
641 (1964). .
(•) S. A. HJORT: Ark. Fys., 33, 147 (1966).

(•) L. L. LYSN, ly. E. DOKENBUSCH, T. A. BEIOTE and J. RAPAPOKT: Nwsl. Phye.,

135 A, 97 (1909). '
(«) J. C. LEGO and E. Rosx: Phyt. Hev., 134, B 752 (1804).
(") B. ZEIDMAN, J. L. YXTEMA and B. J. BAZ: PAy«. Be«., 120, 1723 (1900).

(") B. J. 1ÏAZ, ». ZEIDMAN and J. L. YNTEMA: Phyt. Beu., 120, 1730 (1900).
(») M. H. MACPAULANE, B. J. HAÏ, J. L. YKTEHA and B. ZEIDUAN: Phyt. Rev., 127,
204 (19G2).
(") T. TATLOR and J. A. CAMERON: Phgi. in Canada, 29, No. 4, 46 (1973), and private
communication.
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sitions spin and mixing values in "Mn is available from studies of the
"Cr(p, γ)"Mn (>5), "Cr(p, H γ ) 5 ' ^ ( » " ) and "Fe(m, pγ)"Mn reactions (").

2. - The "Cr(p, ivy)»Mn reaction.

The low ground-stato Q value of — (2157.4 ± 3.6) keV (") for the
MCr(p, n)MMn reaction makes the use of a low-voltage Van de Graaff accele-
rator well suited for the present experiment, which was performed with the
5.5 MeV Studsvik machine. The chromium target, 0.2 mg/cm1 thick, was
enriched to more than 90 % in " C Γ . Due to the less negative Q value of the
"Cr(p, n)«Mn reaction (Ç = {—1379.8 ± 1.2) keV) ("), a few lines arise from
this reaction. Also the MCr(p, p^ ) reaction contributed with, some lines. In
Fig. 1 a γ-ray spectrum taken with a 60 cm1 Ge(Li) coaxial detector at
E,= 4.25 MeV is shown and in Table I the result as regards the appearance of
easily distinguishable γ-lines as a function of excitation energy in "Mn is sum-
marized. The intensities arc normalized to the intensity of the 408 keV tran-
sition. For the low-lying levels the results as regards positions of levels and
their γ-de^xcitation are in good agreement with previous investigations (" '") .
From the present investigation the γ-dt^excitation of energy levels at 1544,
1634, 1651, 1785, 1853 and 1922 keV could be determined (see Fig. 2).

Pig. 1. - Gamma-ray spectrum resulting from the HCr(p, ny)MMn reaction at Bc =
= 4.25 MeV. The spectrum is taken at 55° geometry with a 60 cm3 Ge(Li) detector.

Fig. 2. - Decay scheme of M5In. For spin assignments see text.

3. - The "V(ot, ^ reaction.

3*1. Experimental arrangements. - The "V(a, ^ ) S 4 M n reaction was studied
in the energy range from 10 to 14 MoV at the 80 cm cyclotron in Stockholm
and from 7 to 15 >IeV at the tandemgenerator in Uppsala. As the energy of
the cyclotron- is Axed, α-particles with energies lower than 14 MeV were ob-
tained by inserting tantalum absorbers in the beam path. Thick targets of
natural vanadium (99.75 %"V) were used. .

(«) L. JONSSON, Ö. SKEPFSTEBT and S. E. ARNELL: Ark. Fye.,' 32, C49 (190G).
i(») M. OGAWA and H.'TAKE'TAM: Nwl. Phyt., 194 A, 259 (1972).
(») K. E. Hiix Mid S. 0 . Bucci.vo: Particle» and Nuclei, 3, No. 5, 235 (May 1972).
(") V. M. MisiiciiKVKO, A. I. POPOV and V. E. SIORUHKO: Sov. Journ. Nuel. Phys.,
15. No. 4, 343 (1072).
(") J . K. DICKENS: Phys. Sen. 0, 5. 1977 (1872).
(M) Xveltar Data Table», Vol. 11, No. 2 mid 3 (1972).
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I. - A2>pcnrancù of prmnintnt γ-lines front the MCr(p, nv)MMn reaction ns a junction of the

Ey Kelativo intensity Assignments fc'„(MoV)

(keV) at ^ = 4 . 2 5 JleV in »Mn 3.00 3.23 3.40 3.45 3.50 3IH 3IÖ"
nornializcd to the ,
408keV transition Approx. max. excitation energy in "Mn (MoV)
and measured in
a 55° geometry

0.78 .1.05 1.18 1.23 1.28 1.33 1.37

166.1 ±0.5

211.0 J; 0.5

251.5 J; 0.5

278.3 ± 0.8

344.1 ± 1.0

383.3 ±0.8

407.6 ± 0.8

470.7 ± 0.8

531.1 ± 1.0

547.6 ± 0.8

669.5 ±1.0

682.1 ± 1.0

768.4 ± 1.0

774.9 ±1.0

838.7 ± 0.8

854.3 ± 1.0

955.6 ± 0.8

967.1 ±1.0

981.1 ±1.0

1226.9 ±1.0

1320.1 ± 1.0
1336.0 ±1.0

1375.0 ±1.0

1400.0 ± 1.0

1453.9 ±1.0

1508.3 ± 1.0

1544.0 ±1.0
1578.6 ± 1.0
1596.0 ± 1.0
1696.8 ±1.5,
1719 ± 2
1724 ± 2
1730 ± 2
1760.5 ±1.5
1785.0 ±1.5
1798.0 ±1.5
1867.4 ± 1.5

(340)

105

290

17
7

33

100

19

2.5

11

4

2.9

2.5

6.5

( 17)
44

58

14
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8.9
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14
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proton bombarding energy E„.
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3*2. Singles γ-spcclra. - Two typical γ-spectra recorded with a Ge(Li) de-
tector in 90° geometry and with JS a= 7 and 14 MeV ure reproduced in Fig. 3.

Pig. 3. - Gamma-ray spectra resulting from the bombardment of natural vanadium
with 7 (i>)) and 14McV (a)) a-particlc». The epectruni is taken at Ulf geometry with
a 60 cut9 Gc(Iii) detector.

Most of the γ-liucs listed in Table II could be identified as originating from the

"V(a, n)'«Mn(Q = ( - 2287 ± 4) ke,V)

and the

"V(a, p)"Cr(Q = ( - 129.4 ± 2.6) keV) {-"")

reactions. A few lines could be attributed to inelastic α-particle scattering in "V.
Energy calibration was performed with a Ba source and well-determined lines
in " C Γ ("), The relative intensities of the "Mh lines quoted in Table II are
obtained from a spectrum taken at 14 Mo.V in a 55° geometry. The ratio of
the y intensities measured at 7 and 15 MeV in a 90e geometry is included in
Table II . All intensities ure normalized to the intensity of the 408 keV tran-
sition from the 3^-level at. the same energy.

3'3. Yf-coineidcncc experiment. - A two-dimensional γγ-coi!lcidence experi-
ment was performed at 15 HeV α-energy using a computer on-line and two
60 cm' Ge(Li) detectors. The time resolution of the coincidence circuit was
about 20 ns. Data was collected with a 1096 x 4090 channel system and stored
on magnetic tape which was later analysed by means of the computer oil-
line with gates introduced on one of the axes. Table I I I summarizes the coin-
cidence results. Some representative coincidence spectra are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. - Some coincidence spectra from the yy-coincidence measurements. The highest
spectrum is a sum of all coincidence events in one of the detectors.

3'4. Yield function». - The yield as a function of particle energy for a
γ-transition from a nuclear state populated in an (a, am) or («, xp) reaction is
characteristic for the spin value of the state (""). For a target nucleus of zero
spin the effect is quite evident but for target nuclei of nonzero spin, and espe-
cially this case with a target spin of 1» the effect can be expected to be somewhat,
smeared out due to the coupling of the transferred orbital angular momentum
to the spin of the target nucleus. Figure 5 shows for the present case the

(«) D. H. WHITE, ». J. GROVES and E. E. BIRKETT: 'jVicl. Inslr, and Meth., 66, 70

(1968). ,
<") E. J. HoFfMAN and X>. G. SABANTHXS: JFuct. PAy*., 173A, 177 (1971).
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STRUCTURE OF "Mn FROM TUE "Cr(p, nY)"Mn ASD l l V(e, ny)"Mn REACTIONS flj7

TABI.K 11. — Gamma transition» observed in the V+ot rtaclion.

Gamma-ray lielativc gamma Katio of ganinir. in- Assignments,
energy intensity measured tensity measured at remarks
(keV) at 55° and at £ , = 7 and ISMcV

Ma = 14 MuV nor- in a 90° geometry
malized to the yield normalized to the
oi the 480 keV yield of the
gum ma-line 408 keV guninia-lino

158.3 ± 0.5

211.6 ±0.5

251.3 ±0.5

298.1 ±0.8

319.7 ±0.8

343.9 ± O.S

352.9 ±0.8

368.2 ± 0.8

377.5 ± O.8

387.5 ± 0.8

407.7 ±0.8

450.0± J.0

461.1 ±1.0

471.0 ±0.8

541.5 ±1.0

608.8 ± 1.0

631.5 ±1.0

609.0 ± 1.0

682.4 ± 0.8

704.15 ± O.8

710.5 ±2.0

768.6 ± 0.8

774.8 ± 1.0

834.9 ±1.0

838.7 ± 1.0

852.2 ± 1 . 0

854.3 ± 1.0

9ll.5±1.0

916.7 ±2.0

i 3100

210

27

26

28

40

29

100

5

< 5

94

14

13

9

< 5

26

810

170

290

140

280

66

3

12

10/15

26/14

2/

—/69

—/BO

100/100

4/<6

<7/<6

88/120

5/30

: 7/<6

10/7

6/8

22/22

250/1500

. 110/200

1 2 / -

120/430

150/260

140/920

7/6 -,

3/1.5

"Mn, 156-r-O

"Mn, 3884-150

"Mn, 4(!8-rl50

(«Mn, 11374-839)

"V(a,«'Y)

("Mn, 18534-1508)

"Mn,408-r55

("Mn, 368-rO)

»Mn, 378-rO

"Mn,3244-r2856

"Mn,408-r0

"Mn, 839-7-388

("Mn, 1508-V-839)

"Mn,839-M56

"Mn, 1073-r368

("Mil, 17844-1073)

"Mn, 11374-368

"Mn, H85-7-1010

" C Γ , 835-rO

"Mn, 839 4-0 ,

"Mn, 19254-1073

"Mn, 10104-156

(••Mn, 10734-156)

( i

l<,

•t--
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TABLE II (continued).

H'"

Gauiina-iay
energy
(koV)

Relative gamma
intensity measured
at 05° and at
JB«=14JIoV nor-
malized to the yield
of the 408 koV
gamma-line

Ratio of gamma in-
tensity measured at
E e=7 and ISMoV
in a 90° geometry
normalized to the
yield of the
408 kcV gatnma-Iino

'Assignments,
remark»

930.S ± 1.0

955.2 ±1.0

962.2 ± 2.0

967.1 ± 2.0

980.7 ± 1.0

889.0 ±1.0

1007.6 ±1.0

1014.5 ± 1.0

1O39.G±2.O

1062 ± 2

1072.7 ± 1.0

1082.3 ± 1.0

1166.0 ±1.5

1226.8 ±1.0

1265.7 ± 2.0

1311.9 ± 1.5

1320.0 ±2.0

1332.3 ±1.0

1336.6 ±1.5

1374.7 ± 1.0

1399.0 ±1.0

1415.9 ±1.0

1428.3 ±2.0

1464.0 ±1.0

1460.3 ±2.0

1481.1 ±2.0

1500.4 ± 2.0

1S09.1±1.0

05

63

5

100

8

25

12

< 4

37

< 9

< 7

20

4

55

<12

< e
44

48

»0

340

< s
33

150

15

< 1 3

60

22/110

94/70

18/37

12/< 12

68/140

1 2 / -

18/28

12/10

<l/<4

,7/85 ,

3/70

23/<4

39/37

8/<4

19/130

15/13

4 / -

60/43

81/53

35/120

62/540

17/48

eo/35

11/150

22/36

14/< 10

62/55

"Mn, 2850-H1925

"Mri, 1010 rr 55

"Mn, 13754-408
MMn, 1137-i-156

"CΓ,, 1824-r 835

!

;

"Sin, 2856-M784

V

("Mn, 1634H-408)

"Mn,3237-H925

"Mn, 1375-~55

"Mn, 1391-^55

"Mn,1375-r0

d,HMn, 1454-r55

"Cr, 3224-T-1824

»Mh, 1784-T308

d, "Mn, 1508^-55,1454 H-0

"Jin, 3244-r 1784 («K)

"Mn, 1508-ï-0

I
ti i

l i
-ii
Î ;
H --

Ü

Y"
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OF "Mu FROM THE "Cr(p, ny)MMn AND "V(«,iiY)MMn REACTIONS

V;-*

TABLE II {oo-ntiimed).

Gamma-ray
energy
(koV)

Relative gumma
intensity measured
at 55° and at
•Ea=14MeV nor-
malized to the yield
of the 408 keV
gamiiin-line

Itatio of guuiiiin in- Assignments,
tensity measured at remarks
£ „ = 7 and lâJIoV
iu a 90° geometry
normalized to the
yield of the
408 keV gamma-liuc

1522.9 ±1.0

1S44.3 ± 2.0

1557.8 ±1.0

1530.3 ±1.0

1596.8 ±2.0
1609.8 ±2.0

1641.5 ±2.0

1698.1 ±2.0
1705.4 ±2.0
1721.4 ±2.0

1734.4 ± 2.0

1777.7 ± 2.0

1784.6 ±1.5

1799.4 ± 2.0

1843 ± 2

1862 ± 2

1868.5 ± 2.0

1899.9 ± 2.0

1988.9 ±2 .0

2080.4 ± 2.0

2112.9 ±2.0

2136.9 ± 2.0

2155.1 ±2.0

2200.5 ±2 .0

22J5Jl)±_2.0

2237.5 ±2.0
2268.0 ±2.0

2303 ± 2

2356.5 ±2.0

120

78

18

18

< 3

32

19

< 5

43

46

< 5

19

130

< 8

14

»2/180

100/110

10/33

45/21

• 8/<8

16/46

38/29

17/<8
58/69

23/08

17/<7

35/33

35/240

34/24

1 1 / -

6 / -

19/24

22/—

20/—

1 0 / -

V-
1 9 / -

4 5 / -

3 7 / -

37/—

16/-
22/—

1 0 / -

s / -

MMn,1544-r0

(MMn, 1925-7-368)

"Mn, 1034-T-S5

" M B , 1651 -r55

(««Mn, 1853 -T-156)

(»Mn, 2113-7-408)

"iMn, 2856-r 1073

• 1785-7-0

("Mn, 1853-T-55)

("Mn, 2269-7-408)

"Mn, 1922-7-55

("Mn, 2137-7-55)

("Mn, 2113-rO)

(MMn,2137-7-0)

("Mn, 2357-7-156)

d("Mn, 2269-7-55)

("Mn, 2269-rO)

("Mn,2357-T-55)

("Mn, 2357-7-0)
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Fig. S. - Theoretic»! distribution of I« value* tor tome incident α-cner̂ io*.

theoretical distribution («») of the J« value» contributing to compound nucleus
formation for the i>, énergie* of interest in thi» work. At observed from the
Figure the most probable I. value in increasing with the α-enerior. Thin mean»
that the probability of populating high-ipin values in the residual nuclcu« is
also increasing with energy. Yield function» were measured for a large range
of α-onergies. In Fig. 6 il) the 471 keV γ-line de-exciting the 839 keV 4+-state
is chosen for normalizing purpose«. In Fig. 6B) the 705 keV line from the
1073 keV level normalizes the γ yields. The results of the yield functions are
discussed in Sect. 4.

Fig. 0. - Tlio measured γ-rav yield« »» a function of «-particle energy in the reaction
MV(oc, nY)HMu. The inten»itics bare been normalized relative to tbo intensity of the
471 WβV γ-ray (A)) and to the intensity of tbe 705 koV (£))• A positive (negative)
alopc »uggtsU j > 4 (j<44) for the depopulating state in A) and in B) that j> J
for the 1073 keV state ( j < J for tie 1073 keV state) since th* normalisation is rela-
tive to the 471 keV transita» depopulating a 4*-st»t* (A)) and S) relative to tie
705 koV transition depopulating the »07 J keV state.

3'5. Angular attribution*. - The angular distribution of the γ-rays from
the reaction * lV+a was measured at seven angle», equidistant in cos'O,
from 0 = 90* to 9 =r 0". In this experiment two G*(Li) detectors were used,
one of which could be rotated around the target «entre, while the other one
ws« in a fixed position to monitor the reaction. Tbe experimentally observed
angular distributions were fitted to a> fourth-degree Logendre polynomial yield-
ing the coefficient» A,, A, and At. In Table IV th* number« obtained for
the angular-distribution coefficients AJA* and AJA, are quoted. These
coefficients can then be compared to the theoretical ones ('•) for eomplote align-
ment. The pratent case, however, ia complicated by the coupling of the
I« values to the high target spin of F which is expected to attenuate the ani-
sotropics especially for γ-traasitkmi from low-spin states. In fact, some of
the transitions from th* low-lying states of relatively low spin vahM« show
very small anisotropics. It i» sometimes posaibl* to determin« U» atténuation
coefficient* «, and «,, giring the attenuation dm to deviation* from complet*
alignment, by making use of a transition known te be per* Mt but M raeh
transition is known in MMn. It oan b* expected, howevsr, that transitions
from the high-spin state« ia th* upper part of th« ynMrt eaieai* ar* relatively
unattenuated. In that cat* a par*, str*tefa«d, proaapt quadrupele tnuwitiM
has AJA, and AJA. givra by + 0 . 4 -r *A awl - 0 J + - « . l » rasyetivly
for oompicte alignment. l'or mix*d dipole ptas quadrupoU t»aa*Hi*M UΜ sitsta-

<») T. YAMA14K1: Kuct. IMa, »A, 1 (1N7).
(M) W. 11. Coaxn, L. G. EABWAJCM aad 1. HAJKU: ßmU. « f t , IM A, «M (UN).
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tion Is more complex. From the experimental point of view the sign nnil magni-
tude of small (^/A.J-cocfUcieuts are not easy to determine and especially in
this case some of the lines of interest are close doublets; this makes the inten-
sity measurements more difficult.

TABU: IV. - Rendu of angtUar-dUtribulton mêtwremtnl» •/ t-ray trantitiant in MMn.

Transition energy
(keV)
388
705
85»
031

107* (»)
1410

itco
1558
IV85

- 0 . 3 t ± 0 . 0 8
—0.13 ±0.03

—O.«6±0.07
—0.61 ± 0 J 5

—0.« ±0 .1
0.te±0.05
0.53 ±0.10

0.28 ±0.0».
0.M±0.1I

4M. ..

0.11 ±0.07

— 0.01 ±0.03

0.04 ± 0.04
-0.03±0.16 .

. —

—0.08 ±0.05

0.03 ±0.(17

0.08 ±0.11
0.10 ±0.13

ft»
9

7 •• .

8
8
7

•- »

7
8

J,

r>
8
5
S

7
7
5

7

6
6

(«)3plm T» Ml (tMH tlW I
Drt» tnm taut MØM Mir-

t'6. Dopplcr-ikift maetnrem**t*. - It was observed from the angular diitri-
bation« that for 4ome of the "Mn line» a part of the intemtity showed relatively
large Doppler «hitt», indicating ihort lifotiine« for the corresponding »taten.
The absence or near absence of Doppler shift* for other lines, however, does
not necessarily mean that their corresponding states have long lifetime« as
the feeding process of these states may be so slowed down that no observable
Doppler shifts arise. From the observed shift, the value of the attenuation
function F{x) denned by

can be obtained. Here B, is the energy ot the γ-ray emitted at W to the recoil
ion direction, », the initial velocity of the "Mn ions, «• ib« velocity of light,
• the angle between the recoil direction and the γ-ny diwctfc», and % the mean
lifetime. In the present ease «, was cateeJated fresn »Invwledge ot UΜ «-b«tm»
energy, 14.2 MeV, and the reaction kinematics assuring that UΜ recoil velocity
is not altered by the neutron evaporation fresn the oatnpound nwekos. In
Table V the experimental attenuation value« are fuoted as the ratio

' -~-o
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Hore AET ig the maximal experimental peaS: controid ahift from spectra taken
at 0" and 90° to the beam. A£T. is the corresponding calculated quantity for
ft fully shitted line. A computer program (") «ait used to calculate a theoretical
JF(T)-surve. A« the decay time of the pre-yreet cascades may contribute to the

' total delay (") only upper limits of lifetimes derived from this curve are given
(Table V).

TABLE V. - Upftr limit •/ Uftlim* for tern l*>0$ in MMn.

Energy level

839

1010

1137

1784

3Î44

Trsositioa energy
(keV)
•39

955

081
nie
1460 ,

' - *****

0.40 ±0.15

0.80 ±0.20
0.50 ±0.15
0.50 ±0.15
0.50 ±0.15

Lifetime
(fa)
<eso
<170
<420
< 4Î0
<420

4. - Sammary of reMilts.

Previous works (»•"•»'•") hare given the spin assignment of 3+, 2% **, 5+

and 3+ for the 55,15«, 368 and 408 keV state* respectively. The γ-branchine
for these levels found in the present work is in good agreement with that given,
by OGAWA and TAKBTANI (»•) except that a weak branch from the 368 keV
level to the ground state is observed in the present investigation of the
"V(a, nY)"Mu reaction. In the following the higher 'excited states will be
discussed separately. * .

The 84» keV state.
The recent work by HILL and BuociKoC) state* that no firm evidence

has been found for a level at about 834 keV. From the (p, ay) threshold meas-
urements the present work certifies the existence of a level at 83» keV with
a γ-branehing in accordance with that given by CKMWA and TAEXTAKI (")..
These worker« propose spin 4(5) for this level, DICKEXS (") gives at 4+ assignment
which ii supported by Use yield function measurements of the pres«at work..

The 1010 keV level. ° *
Ou: branching for this level is in good agreement with that §twm by OOAWA

and TAMTAM (>•), woo give a S^-aseignawit tat this lev»L The slop« of oar
yield function for the »95 keV γ-tnuuftkm from tU« kr«l i« tk* J M M M tlwt
tor the 408 keV transition depopulating the 408 k<V sta» wtth a sptm astignwwit
of 3+. Th. behavkmr of the yield fWMtiou for trsAsttiMU from Jpvols with
known spin value* seen» consequently to b* In acoarfaaos witk SΜ aeeoairt
spin values. Using th« mixing ratios ««••.#44 aad 9M* ttm nL<») te

<») D. G. SÄKAMimt, J. H. BAKU» nmé » . H. Loi T%*. Mm,, », Ml (1«4).

Ail

'X' - o-
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the 955 and 854 keV transitions and the upper limit for the mean life given in
Table IV the transition strength« for Jifl-radiation from this level: are
[if(Jfl)]»>0.10 and 0.15 W.u. respectively.

The 1073 keV trantiition.
This level, observed in the (d, a) reaction by BJERUEGAAUD et al. (') and in

the (d, t) reaction (") as c strong J,— 3 pick-up is not populated in the
(p, n) reaction. A 705 keV γ-transition observed in the "V(«, ^ ) u M n reaction
by OOAWA nnd TAKETAKI (") was assumed to originate from this level although
it was not observed in the coincidence measurements. In the present work
its position is certified by coincidence measurements as à transition from the
1073 keV state to the 368 keV 5+-»tate.

The 1073 keV level was given a, (4, Ö, 7,8)-spin assignment by ref. ("),
From the yield functions and the intensity of the population of the 1073 keV
level in the yrast cascade it is obvious that the spin1 value of this level in higher .
than 4 and also higher than that of the 1137 keV level which has been given
a (4,5,6)-»pin assignment ("). Also the spin value of thé 1137 keV level is
higher than 4 from the yield function , Consequently: the spin value» oi the
1073 and 1137 keV levels arc (6,7) ana (5, Ö) respectively. As the »lopes of the
yield functions for the 769 and 981 keV γ-triktsitions from the 1137 ke-V level

. are only slightly positive relative to the norntalizing 471 keV transition from
the 839 keV 4+-state, a spin difference of one unit seems Very likely between
these two states. The slope of the γ-lihes de-exciting the 1137 keV state is
also about the same as the slope of the 27.2 keV transition from the 368 keV
5+-state. This makes the spin values of 7,« ånd 5 probable for the 1073 and
1137 keV states respectively. Considering the transitions to the 368 keV
5+-state from the new states at 1784 and 1925 keV, both Of which from yield
function measurements, have higher «pin values than the 1073 keV level, and
assuming octupole radiation less probable for these direct transitions, a spin
ralue of 6 is most likely for the 1073 keV level {*).

The 1137;keV state. c
The spin value of this state is discussed in connection with that of the

1073 fceV level and i( proposed to be 5. A weak γ-trahsition with the energy
298 keV not observed in previous works may de-excite thi* level in addition
to the transition* found by OOAWA and TAJCBTAMI (»). The position of the
398 keV γ-transition has some support from the coincidence measurement« {*).

{*) After the completion of thii work an article Xmfnttic rotation »f UtêU •/ »Mn
•Ml "Unfêllewing th* *»*«Ci(p, i^ mud »V(^ n) naetioM, by P ,G. Kxaw, 3. A. WENDEK
aad J. A. CAMEKOM: .Tud. Piy«.,SMA; Ml (1174) w M pttîllièicd. ADful« dutribu,
tiom« ef"gamm»-ray« from tb« 1073 and 11S7 k«V løre$e were obtained. ''The ipin awiign-
meitt* are «* (5+) and 5* <0+) rctpectirely. TLo lev« probable »»»ignnwnt» give Urge

-ratio«., The lifetime ef the 1073 keV level is estimated to 300 ps. . p

3/- «\

,)-•> " \
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The 1375 keV state.
A dose doublet of energy levels (Æ,= {1371±1) ana (1374 ± 1) keV)

is proposed by DICKENS (") at this energy. A doublet of γ-lines with the energy
13C9 and 1375 appears also in onr study of the (p, n) reaction. The threshold
of the 1375 keV line in the (p, ny) measurements is the right one for cor-
responding to the depopulation of an energy level at 1375 keV. The other γ-line
appears at too low excitation energy for corresponding to a transition in "Mn.
Its origin is probably the "Al(n, «c)"Na(ß~)"Mg reaction and it may be possible
that this also is the origin of the 1371 keV line in the work by DICKENS (")
using the "Fe(n, rø)MMn reaction. Our γ-branching is consistent with that
stated by OGAWA and TAKETANI (") who give a spin assignment of 2 to this
level. The state, however, has L—2 in the ('He, p) and £ = 4 in the (d,a)
reaction yielding V* = 3 + according to ret. (»).

The 1391 keV state.
This level proposed by rcf. {>•} decays by a 1336 koV γ-line. The threshold

of the 1336 keV line appears at the right energy in the present work for cor-
responding to the depopulation of a state at this energy. The low-spin value
of 1(0) is proposed by ref. (") for this state.

The 1454 and 1509 keV states.
The γ-de^xcitation of thnsé states was determined from the (p, Uγ) meas-

urements and is in agreement with the branching obtained by ref. ("). The
spin assignments from ref. (l<) shown in Fig. 2 are complemented with informa-
tion from the (d, t) reaction ("). . .. "';_.

The 1544 koY state. '
This state decay» only to the ground state and has (, = (3) (') ma&.l. = 1,3 ('•)•.

which means positive parity. Assuming dipole radiation for the ground-
state transition gives a spin assignment of 2+,3+,4+ tat the 1544keV state.

. \The 1634 keV state.
This state has been given an I,=* 1 assignment in the (»He, d) reaction (•)

and (.» 1 in the (d, t) reaction (") which means positive parity. Its decay i*\
to 2 + and 3 + levels. This information limits J* to l + ,2 + ,3 + . The brahching \
is obtained from the Jp, n) reaction. \ \

Tie 1651 keT state. \
This stete is obtained from the (p, Bγ) threshold measurements which give • H

the possibility of a level at 1597 or 1«51 keV doe to the existenee ef a very '
low-lying first excited state in "Mn. As the (d, t) meMarement (M) gives
-energy level at 1649 keV the latter interpretation is to be preferred.

1; "
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The 17S4kcV state.
A close doublet is situated at this energy. The member with the-higher

energy, 1785 keV, is previously known from résultions giving states with low
and moderate high-spin value». The other member is from yield functions
and decay properties a new liigh-spin state of yrast type. From the yield func-
tion of the 1410 keV brunch it appears a* its spin value is higher that that
of the 1073 fceV level but limited to 7 due to the strong branch to the 5+ 308 keV
level. The Dopplcr shift of tbe 1416 keV line excludes the âf2-multipolc JHM-
sibility anil suggests positive parity for the ] 784 koV state. A very weak brunch
to the 1073 keV level is revealed by the coincidence measurements.

The 1785 keV state.
From the ('He, d) (') and (d, x) ('•') reactions a state is found at

(1784 ± 12) keV. The stat« has l,= 1 in the {'He, d) reaction{•), which gives
positive parity. From the (p, Uγ) threshold measurements in the present work
it is shown that the decay of a level at 1785 keV is to low-spin states with
spin values of 3* and -+ . If we assume that the strong ground-state branch is
more likely to be dipolo than quadnipolo the possible »pin values of tbe 1785 keV
level are limited to 2% 3*.

The 1853keV state. ,,-
This state bas a tentative J ,= (1) assignment (•) and » possible de-

excitation to, besides low-spin states, the 156 keV 4+-state. This limited evi-
dence restricts J" to 2<+), 3f+> and 4.

The 1922 keV state.
Thi» state has J*=l* as it has £ = 0 in the ('Etc,p) and L--2 in the

(d, «) reaction (•). The γ-decay of this level is in agreement with the de-
excitation of * low-spin state. •' . >

Tho 1925 keV «Ute.
This new state has a high-spin value as the slope of the 852 keV line it posi-

tive relative that of the 703 keV γ-line depopulating the 1073 keV level and
similar to the slope of the 1416 keV line from the 1784 keV level, lake this
latter state possibly also the 1925 keV level shows a branch to ta« 3«8 keV
5+-level. In this case the branch is weak and not possible to verify in the coin-
cidence measurements. The slope of the yield function and th« energy dif-
ference, however, snpport the assignment. If this assignment i» correct the
1925 keV state is most probably a state with »pin value 7 sitmated very elese
to the yrast Jine. " -

The 2113, 2137, 32«» and 3357 keV states.
From the ('He, d) (•) measurements states have been established at 2111,

2133,2208 and 2354 keV in "Mα. γ-lines in the present week whien frees mum

s:
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TABLE VI. -

(P.n)
(...)

54.5 ±0.4 (•)
156.2 ±0.4 (•)
2uS.liU.8C)
407.4 ±0.4 (•)
838.0±0.8(«)

1009.9 ±0.5 (•)

113e.2±1.2(")

1374.9 ±0.5 (»)
1390.5±0.8<»)
14S4.4±0.8O

1508.3 ±0.5 (•)
1544.0±1.0<»>
1634.1 ±1.l> (»)
1650.5±1.0{»)

I785.0±l,0(»)
1852.e±1.0(»)
l»21.»±0.8(')

Excitation energy

(•)

15U.3±0;0
31(7.9 ±0.5
407.« ±0.5
838.8 ±0.5

1010.0 ±0.3
1072.5 ±0.8
U 30.8 ±0.8

1374.8±0.8
1391.1 ±1.0

1481.» ±2.0
1508.8-bl.O

1634.6 ±1.0
1G51.3±1.U

1783.8 ±1.0
1784.e±1.5
18J3.e±l.S
1923.0 ±1.S
1924.7 ±1.5,
2113 ±S
J130.t±1.5
128» ±2
S3M.S±1.5
2497 ±2
SØM ±2
2*71 u ±2

«772.1 ±1.*
2877 ±2
»M«.2±l.*
3237.«±1.5
3244 ±1.1

valoet

<n,P)

c>
150.2
367.5
407.5
839.0

1011.0

1371
1374

1453

1508
1542

f

«it k«V

(•Hβ.
C)

es
160
303
404

" 1004

1377

1458

1506
1546
!«3*

1784
1857
191»

2111
2133
22»S
2S54
24*5
2«M
t*m
2712
27«5
SS71

for low-lying "Un

i> ',
C)
3
3
3
3

1

1

(3)
: l

i

<U
(D

I

1
l
i
0

(d.a)
C)

54 ±12
156±12
305 ±12
405±13
837 ±12

1008 ±12
1O74±1S
1137±12

137« ±12

1455±12

1511±12
{1543±12)

1784±lt
183»±ll
19»'±12
21J7±12

level».

L
\ : )

(2)
4

(0)
2

(*)

4

(d.t)
{»)

54
156
368
407
839

1010
1073

use

1375
1391
1454

1509
1544
]«34
1M9
l<79

:•

' .

(»)

i
i
3
1,3
».3
1.3 :

3
3 • :

1.3
3
1.»

1,3
»•» ,

1 : -1 • „'

notuitrip.
1.3

i; '

fe) fr i iM m
M) IM. (").
VI »Et; ft.
in I M . r>.
<f> I M . m.
•) *•*.<»>.

i
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reasons possibly may de-excite levels »t about these energies, have been given '
this interpretation. In no case is the γ-branctiing to high spin states.

The 2856 keV state.
A new high-spin stsitc is established At 2850 kcV. It decays to both the close-

lying 1784 and 1925 keV states with probable spin assignments of 7 and also
to the 1073 keV level, with a probable spin of 6+. Thi» decay is certified from
the coincidence measurements. From the yield functions and the strong exci-
tation of this state in the {a, n) reaction, it is most certainly a yrast state. If
we consider the decay properties »n assignment of spin 8 is probable.

The 3237 keV state.
A γ-line with the energy 1312 keV is, from the coincidence measurements,

supposed to de-excite a level at 3237 keV, with a high-spin value, possibly 8 or 9.

The 3244 keV «täte.
The γ-lincs of 388 kcV and 1400 keV show the steepest slopes of yield

functions found in the present work. At the lower α-energies, however, the
intensity of the 1460 keV line is somewhat influenced by the 1460 keV line
from natural potassium. Probably the yrast level of spin value 9 is found here.

The present knowledge of the decay properties of the "Jin levels ii sum-
marized iii Fig. 2. The energy levels are given in Table VI. Yield functions for
the Y-de-excitation and decay properties of the levels have been used as ar-
guments for the proposed spin values but no use has hitherto been made of
tne results of the angular-distribution measurements. According to the present
interpretation the 1416, 1460, 1558 and 1785 keV γ-transitions in the yrast
cascade are interpreted as being of stretched quadrupole type. As discussed
in Subsoct. 3'5 such transitions have characteristic values of the A,fA, and
A,}At coefficients. From Table IV it is also observed that just these transitions
have positive (At/A,)-coefflcients, the most unattenuated value observed for
the 1400 keV transition which has the highest position in the decay scheme.
The 388, 705, 825, 931 and 1072 koV transitions »re interpreted M dipole
radiation most probably of magnetic type,«* no low-lying negative-partity
»Ute» of high-spin values are expected is "Mn from »hell model considerations.
These transitions have all negative (J.,/J. J-coefficient», as is to be expected
for stretched rather unmixed dipole radiation.

5. - DwciiMioa.

From simple «hell model consideration« the low-lying levels of "Mn wit»
from (w/j^'tøj^-conngurationi with the possibilities to excite the odd neutron
to higher neutron orbital« like ft and y^. The (x/jJ-'-connguiwtion produces

-'J

y *
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a let of Jr value« from 3~/2 to 3.T/2 with the exception of 13"/2. The position
of all members of the (»/;)-'-multipIet is known in }JMnH ( ! " f ) . State» with
spin higher than 15"/2 have been found at moderate excitation energies in
"Mn (17-/2 at 3.44 MeV (") and 19-/2 at 4.86 MeV (•»)). These state» with
J > 15/2 have been described in terms of the excitation of protons out of the
/j shell ("••») and aUo the excitation of a «ingle neutron out of the closed
N = 28 neutron Khell to 1/, or 2pt subMiell» ("). From the considerations
given above the firtid excited xtntcg of "Mn should arise from the <«/j)JJL|(i'Pi)-
configuration producing a low-lying multiplet with the «pin valued 2+, 3+, 4+, 5+.
Thi« let of up in value* is experimentally found for the ground state and three
low-lying excited state«. All tluute states have i, = 3 in proton transfer
reaction« (•)•

Recently shell model calculations hnvc been carried out for "Mn by HOBIE
and OGAWA ('). Thuse worker« use effective nucleon-nuclcon interactions and
assume that the important configuration» outxide the "Ca «ore are (1/j)' for
the protons and pt, Pi and 1/j for the neutron. In Fig. 7 the theoretical level
predictions {') and the present experimental knowledge about the energy atates
of "Mn are compared. A very good agreement is obtained for energy levels
below 1 MeV of excitation energy. Alxo γ-ray branching ratios for the low-lying
levels calculated from the theory (') have been compared with experiment
by OGAWA and TAKETAXI (>«) and the agreement it satisfactory. In this work
a small (0.9 %) £2-branch from the 368 keV state to the ground state is observed.
The theory predicts a 0.1% branch.

Fig. 7. - Experimental level« of MXn compared to theoretical one« as calculated by
HOKiB and OGAWA (•). AU »täte« »re recorded up to S MeV, «tat«« with j > 6 up to
.3 MeV and atatc« wit» J > 7 up to 3.9 M«V.

In the excitation energy range from 1 to 3 MeV where all the theoretical
levels are reproduced (see text to Fig. 7) the experimental lerel denxity u higher
than the theoretical one. The number of low-spin stete» produced by the
(*/})-*(•?! >?{>/»)-<*>nAgttration taken into account in the theoretical treat-
ment (') is smaller than what is experimentally found. This short coming of
the theory is explained by the finding of a huge number of J, =« 1 levels from

(") HI. T. JCc EiAitTBi«, K. W. JOVM a*4 D. X. SMSFMJU»: Fkf. Bw. C, 1, 14W
<mo).
("i I. X. SaOoiiT. B. Cvno a»4 R. DATBAS: Xtul. Pkgi.ilS**., Mt <t!7«).
<(») I. P. 8AWA: PkyttM AoHj*»,7, $ (It»). ' /
<<*•) H. CUM«.««, K. B. HVM* and C. SMXOMJII: r*in*Mmp M tk» UtmuMmmt
C»/«™» Mt XveUer PùftUm, V«4. 1 (MMMI 197». *Mrtrita4«4l ftptn B. 17«.
(") K. Lirs aad M. T. »ctu-umtwi: P%t*. M». <7.;/l. 1«M (lfM).
(»') H. OftOMjDf. ». B. HrKft, W. KlTSCfinA »mi H. HOMXAAA: JVIIIIIII«|I •/
O« ifUtrmmtttM Otuftrtm* tm N*»Um r*fi*, Vai. 1 (Maniok It»), C«eteHnrti*
JM»er«, p. SO.
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proton transfer reactions (•). Aβ the lt'= 1 levels probably correspond tb
proton excitation to shell mode] irtivtes of p-type these levels should correspond
to configurations of the type (:y>j)(fPj) or (ftP))(vpj), producing level» of spin
values in the runge from 0+ to 3+. In the present work a number of low-spin
states have been excited by the (p, ny) reaction and their γ-decay is in accor-
dance with .spin values in this range. To obtain better agreement with experiment
excitation of protons into pt and p t orbits should be included in the theory.

In the 1 to 2 MeV excitation energy range the experiment reveals two states
with spiu 7 and one low-lying state with spin 6+. No lew-lying 0+-state and only
one 7+ is found in tho theoretical level scheme in v -, same energy range. The
G+ state at 1073 keV, however, shows a very strong l, — S pick-up in the (d, t)
reaotion (") and corresponds to the creation of a hole in the filled /{-shell,
•'.#. from thô shell model point of view the configuration {nf{)~*{vl{)-

1 is respon-
sible for this state. No breaking of the **Cr. core is however included in tho theory
of HoRiB and OGAWA (') and consequently the theory fails to reproduce this
state and other states of the same configuration. Such low-lying hole states
arc found in odd y = 2 9 nuclei like "Fe and "Cr <7~/2-states at 1408 and
1530 keV respectively). The existence of a rotational negative-parity band
built on the hole excitation in analogy with the positive-parity band built
on the «J}-hole excitation in the calcium region (") has been discussed by
ref. (»*»•).

One of the two states with spin 7 shows a very strong γ-branch to the 6+-hole
state. Also the state at 2856 keV with the proposed spin value of 8 shows a
«trang branch to the 6+-hole state. By assuming a prolate deformation,
ß m 0.2, for "Mn in this excitation mode, a neutron excitation out of the
JE"—7"/» NilsoE orbital of the /j-state will result in rotational bands with
3?=* 1+ and e* from the antipanUlel and parallel coupling of the odd neutron
in the (303JJT"= 7~/2 orbiUi and the odd proton in the S^=*S~I2 orbital.
As shown in Pig. 8, the energies of the 1073 (6;, 1925 (7} «id 285C (8) keV
levels follow a clear rotational pattern when plotted «t. J{J+1),, It is of
course unsatisfactory with only three members of the proposed band but the
»•••-member is probably far from the yrast line'; thin makes it difficult to find
experimentally. . "'-;'

Fig. 8. - Plot of excitation énergies of «one states im •fltn M. J{J+ I).

(") P. R. ifrUKSXsiO: Tk* Slruehm •/ 1/. Jf«W, «lited fcy K. A. Xicci (Bdogaa,
1#71), p. «9 .
(») A. A. PILT, D. 1i. BiixfTxxD. W. C. OUKX, T. P. G. CAXOLA a»i P. J. Twm:
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STRUCTURE OP HMn FROM Tins "Cr(p, ny)"Mn AS» llY(«, nY)MMn REACTION» J2i

According to this interpretation of the 1925 and 2856 keV states both
spherical shell model states and deformed states are associated with the low-
lying high-spin states in "Mn. A comparison of the experimental yrast levels
of proposed shell model type with those calculated from the shell theory (')
is made in Fig. 9. The predicted energies are somewhat shifted .upwards but
nevertheless the ability of the shell model calculation by HORIE and OGAWA (»)
to account for the position of the high-spin etatcs is good.

Fig. 9. - Dec»y of high-spin sttttei in "Mn and a comparison of experimental and
thooretical (') yrast levels according to the present interpretation.

* • •

We are indebted to the staff and the cyclotron crew at the Research Institute
for Physics, Stockholm and to Dr. T. WIEDLING and the van \et Graaff crew
at Studsvik for great hospitality. .:',--. .' ,,.

A P P E N D I X

From the investigation of, the "V(a, Pγ) reaction coincidences are observed
between the 989 keV line in «'Cr and a lino at 1399 keV. It is possible, that
» state in **Cr at 3224 keV and of relatively high spin is excited.
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